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Abstract
Evaluate and Design Battery Support Services for the Electrical
Grid
B. De Beer
Department of Electric and Electronic Engineering,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Thesis: MEng (Electric and Electronic)
September 2017
Aside from the many existing problems on the electric network; new problems have been
introduced with the increased adoption of renewable energy sources. In this thesis, how
battery storage systems can be applied in order to address some of the problems is investi-
gated. These problems include: addressing the intermittent nature of photovoltaic power
plants, integrating larger photovoltaic power plant into a weak network and optimising
battery storage sizing for peak load shaving.
The intermittent nature of photovoltaic systems becomes a problem when there is a
high penetration thereof on the electric network because the fluctuating power output is
reflected in the network. Fluctuation mitigation methods, incorporating battery storage
systems, are investigated and the ramp-rate control strategy is chosen for further analysis.
How the strategy influences the battery storage sizing, performance and cost is analysed.
To analyse the impact the ramp-rate strategy has on the performance of a battery type,
a battery has to be modelled. How batteries are modelled is investigated and an energy-
throughput model is selected to be implemented as a tool. The tool is calibrated for two
battery chemistries: a lithium (LiFePO4) and lead-acid (PbSO4) chemistry. It is found
that the model favours chemistries, such as the LiFePO4 chemistry, because of its linear
degrading nature.
The integration of larger photovoltaic installations on a weak network is investigated.
Weak networks, such as high impedance radial networks, can limit power plant instal-
lations to weak connections that can restrict the power plant installation capacity. The
modelling of weak networks is investigated and one such a model is implemented in DIgSI-
LENT PowerFactory. As a solution, control systems are created where a battery storage
system can work in conjunction with an on-load tap changing transformer to prevent
abnormal operating conditions during a sudden power loss. Also investigated is how the
battery system should be sized in order to provide this support. It is found that batteries
ii
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can strengthen the network during sudden power loss conditions. It is also found that the
battery systems must be sized for high power output.
The last problem that is investigated is the sizing of battery storage systems for peak
load shaving. Battery storage systems are usually sized for the worst case scenario but
often the worst case is an anomalous case. A statistical tool called Cook’s distance is
implemented to identify outlying cases in the load profiles and remove them. The original
sizing strategy is optimised and implemented in Python as a tool. Finally, the original
sizing strategy is compared to optimised strategy and it is found that in most of the cases
the optimised strategy can improve the energy or power requirements.
Finally, the costs of each of the three problems are analysed. It is found that the battery
energy storage systems required for PV output fluctuation mitigation make a substantial
contribution to the levelised cost of the energy of the PV installation. The same is also
found with regards to the battery energy storage system used for network strengthening;
however reducing the PV installation capacity can reduce the costs considerably. For the
optimised battery sizing strategy, for peak load shaving; levelised costs of energy savings
of up to 24% are achieved.
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Uittreksel
Evalueer en Ontwerp Battery Ondersteuningsdienste vir die
Elektriese Netwerk
(“Evaluate and Design Battery Support Services for the Electrical Grid”)
B. De Beer
Departement Elektries en Elektronies Ingenieurswese,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Tesis: MIng (Elektries en Elektronies)
September 2017
Afgesien van die baie bestaande probleme op die elektriese netwerk, is nuwe probleme
aan die lig gebring met die verhoogde aanname van hernubare energiebronne. In hierdie
proefskrif, is daar ondersoek hoe batterystelsels toegepas kan word om sommige van hier-
die probleme aan te spreek. Hierdie probleme sluit in: die aanspreek van die wisselende
aard van fotovoltaïese kragsentrales, die integrasie van groter fotovoltaïese kragstasies
op swak netwerke en die optimalisering van battery groottes wat gebruik is vir piek las
vermindering.
Die wisselende aard van fotovoltaïese stelsels is ’n probleem wanneer daar ’n hoë penetrasie
daarvan op die elektriese netwerk is, omdat dit in die netwerk weerspieël word. Fluktuasie
demperstrategieë wat gepaard gaan met battery stelsels, is ondersoek en ’n strategie wat
omsetter-uittree beheer toepas is gekies vir verdere analise. Hoe die strategie die battery
spesifikasies, prestasie en koste beïnvloed, is ontleed.
Dit is nodig om die impak wat die omsetter beheer strategie het op die battery, te bestu-
deer. Om dit te kan doen, moet die battery gemodelleer kan word. ’n Ondersoek is gedeon
op verskillende battery modelle en ’n energie-deurvoermodel is gekies om implementeer
te word en te dien as instrument vir verdere ontledings. Hierdie model is gekalibreer
vir twee battery chemikalieë: litium (LiFePO4) en loodsuur (PbSO4). Daar word bevind
dat die model voorkeur verleen aan die chemikalie, LiFePO4, as gevolg van sy lineêre
verswakkende natuur.
Die integrasie van groter fotovoltaïese installasies op swak netwerke is ondersoek. Swak
netwerke, soos hoë impedansie radiale netwerke, kan kragsentrales beperk tot swak ver-
bindingspunte op die netwerk. Die swak netwerk eienskappe by die verbindingspunte kan
die installasie kapasiteit van kragsentrales beperk. Die modellering van swak netwerke
is ondersoek en een so ’n model is geïmplementeer in DIgSILENT PowerFactory. ’n Be-
heerstelsel word geskep wat die batterystelsel in staat stel om saam met die verstelbare
iv
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transformator te werk. Dit is geïmplementeer as oplossing om abnormale operasionele
toestande gedurende skielike kragverlies te vermy. Daar is ook ondersoek hoe groot die
batterystelsels moet wees om die nodige ondersteuning te bied. Dit is gevind dat die
batterystelsel wel instaat is om die network te versterk teen skielike kragverliese. Daar is
ook bevind dat die batterystelsels vir hoë krag ontwerp moet word.
Die laaste probleem wat ondersoek is, is die skalering van die batterystelsels vir pieklas-
vermiddering. Batterystelsels is gewoonlik geskaleer vir die uiterste gevalle, maar baie
van die gevalle is uitskieter gevalle. ’n Statistiese instrument genaamd Cook se afstand,
is geïmplementeer om afwykende gevalle te identifiseer en uit lasprofiele te verwyder. Die
oorspronklike strategie waarmee batterystelsel geskaleer word, is geöptimaliseer en geïm-
plementeer in Python as ’n instrument. Ten slotte, is die oorspronklike strategie vergelyk
met die geöptimaliseerde strategie en daar is bevind dat die geöptimaliseerde strategie die
meeste van die gevalle kan verbeter ten opsigte van energie- of kragvereistes.
Ten slotte is die koste van elk van die drie probleme ontleed. Daar is bevind dat die
batterystelsels wat benodig is vir die fluktuasie demping van die fotovoltaïese uitset, ’n
wesenlike bydrae maak tot die gelyke koste van energie van die PV kragsentrale. Dieselfde
geld ook vir die batterystelsel wat gebruik is vir netwerkversterking. As die fotovoltaïese
installasie kapasiteit egter verminder is, kan die koste aansienlik verminder. Vir die ge-
öptimaliseerde battery skalering strategie vir pieklasvermindering, kan ’n kostebesparing
van tot 24% behaal word.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research Background
Research shows that 2016 was one of the best years with regards to the growth of the
renewable energy sector and it is expected to keep on growing [1]. Some of the world’s
leading companies, such as Apple Inc. and Tesla, are becoming involved in renewable
energy and this is not only due the push for sustainability. The renewable energy fields
are showing significant returns on investment, and thus it makes economical sense for
businesses to invest [1]. The growth in the renewable industry has driven down the prices
of the technologies involved, making it more accessible to entrepreneurs and consumers.
With the increased affordability in renewable energy and the network service provider,
ESKOM, struggling to provide enough energy to meet the demand; the Department of
Energy (DoE) established a public-private partnership known as the Renewable Energy
Independent Power Producer Procurement Program (REIPPPP) [2]. This partnership
aims to generate 45% of the new electricity from renewable energy sources by 2030 [2].
The adoption of renewable energy sources does not come without challenges. It is well-
known that the intermittent nature of renewable energy sources can be problematic espe-
cially with higher penetration [3, 4]. This is where battery energy storage systems can be
used. Batteries have the capability to store energy for later use. Incorporating batteries
into the current electric network can assist with the stability particularly in areas such
as renewable energy integration [5]. There are also problems on the electric network that
do not pertain to renewable energy sources where batteries are applicable such as over-
loaded distribution feeders [6]. Battery storage costs have reduced by almost 80% in the
last 6 years making batteries more affordable for the energy and electric vehicles markets
[7]. Batteries are at the point where they make financial sense to consider for problems
pertaining to the electrical network.
Given the complex nature of electric networks, there are many unsolved problems. There
are also many solutions to other solved problems. All these solutions typically have one
aspect in common: the potential user is not informed of the costs and of how applying the
solution will change the cost point. The purpose of this thesis is to provide users with the
means to assess the solutions to certain problems so that the required information can be
obtained. The aim is to provide a solution whilst answering the questions that usually go
unanswered such as how does applying the solution affect utilities financially and how do
changes to the solution affect the resulting costs?
In this thesis, three different problems are identified where a battery energy storage system
1
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(BESS) is applicable: the intermittent nature of photovoltaics (PV), PV integration on
weak networks and the BESS sizing for overloaded distribution feeders. The intermittent
nature of PV is investigated in order to identify solutions that ensure a more stable power
output. Weak networks are sensitive to voltage instability; thus, how the network can be
strengthened to allow for the integration of larger PV installations is investigated. The
optimisation of the BESS sizing strategy is investigated in order to identify possible cost
saving points. The cost of each of the solutions will be assessed in order to provide utilities
with more information regarding the use of these solutions.
1.2 Problem Statement
A few problems have been identified for further investigation: the fluctuating nature
of renewable energy sources, integration of PV on weak networks and BESS sizing for
peak load shaving. The situation utilities find themselves in is that there is a lack of the
required cost estimations in order for companies to commit to investing in these solutions.
A deeper investigation is done into these problems and their respective solutions.
1.2.1 Fluctuation Mitigation for PV Installations
The push for the adoption of renewable energy sources, such as PV, results in an increased
penetration of an unstable energy source. The intermittent nature of the source is of
concern with regards to the stability and reliability of the electric network because the
fluctuations are reflected in the network [8]. In South Africa the electric network does
not have a high penetration of renewable energy yet but the targets set by the REIPPPP
can change this in the future. The stability is not only an issue in larger public electric
networks but also in smaller micro-grids [9].
The managers of utilities, in the market of renewable power plants, that operate on
these various networks (the public electric network and micro-grids) are interested in the
solutions as they will assist them with the integration of the power plants. However,
these managers lack critical information on the costs of the application of these solutions.
Thus, how the fluctuations of PV installations can be mitigated using a BESS and how
applying these methods influence the cost of the PV installations is investigated. This is
done whilst providing the tools necessary for utilities to assess their own respective case
studies. The problem will be approached with the following objectives in mind:
• To identify an appropriate fluctuation mitigation method.
• To create a tool with which to asses the fluctuation mitigation method.
• To assess how the fluctuation mitigation method impacts battery performance.
• To assess how the fluctuation mitigation method influences the BESS sizing.
• To assess how the fluctuation mitigation method influences the total system cost.
It is not in the scope of this thesis to compare the various fluctuation mitigation models
in detail. It is also not in the scope of this thesis to provide definitive results about the
models because these differ on a case to case basis. The aims is to provide users with the
means to assess a scenario. It is not in the scope of this thesis to do a detailed financial
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breakdown of the costs involved but rather to do an assessment of the basic levelised cost
of energy of each subsystem.
1.2.1.1 Battery Performance Modelling
In order to assess how the fluctuation mitigation model influences the battery performance,
a battery model is required. The problem with battery models is that they tend to be
very complicated and difficult to implement. What battery modelling methods exist and
which method is simple to implement is investigated. The following objectives are set:
• To investigate and select a battery modelling strategy.
• To create a tool to use the model and assess battery performance.
• To apply the tool to at least two battery chemistries.
It is not in the scope of this thesis to develop a new modelling method but rather to choose
an easy-to-implement model with which users can estimate battery performance. It is also
not in the scope of this thesis to compare the various different battery technologies with
one another but rather to show how the model works by applying it to two common
battery chemistries from two competing battery technologies.
1.2.2 Network Strengthening for PV Installations
In South Africa, utility scale PV power plants are located at remote locations in the
Northern Cape. The electric network in these areas is characterised by radial distribution
systems. These networks are typically considered as weaker networks because of higher
resistance to reactance ratio [10]. Depending on the location, utilities might be limited to
weak connection points on the distribution network. The network service provider will not
approve the installation of a PV power plant that causes abnormal operating conditions,
thus utilities will be restricted to smaller PV installations. How a BESS can be used
and sized to assist with the integration of larger PV installations on a weak network is
investigated. The higher income from larger installations provides an incentive for the
installation of a BESS. It is also investigated how the cost of the BESS compares to the
PV installation. The problem will be approached with the following objectives in mind:
• To create a weak network model with a connected PV power plant.
• To simulate sudden power loss conditions.
• To develop a solution consisting of a BESS capable of ensuring grid compliance
during a sudden power loss.
• To analyse how the solution affects the total system cost.
For weak network strengthening, the focus is on the active power support from the BESS
during an extreme power loss condition. Thus, reactive power support is not in the scope
of this thesis. The dynamic stability of the network is also not in the scope of this study,
thus dynamic load and power are not considered. Instead the worst case scenario is
studied in which maximum voltage drop occurs when a sudden power loss occurs during
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a maximum loading condition. The frequency stability of the electric network is also not
in the scope of this work. It is not in the scope of this thesis to do a detailed financial
breakdown of the costs involved but rather to do an assessment of the basic levelised cost
of energy of each subsystem.
1.2.3 Sizing a BESS for Peak Load Shaving
The network service provider (NSP) identifies developed neighbourhoods with peaking
distribution feeders. A decision has to be made between upgrading the feeder or applying
an alternative such as BESS support. It is very costly to upgrade a distribution feeder
especially if no expansion is going to occur in the neighbourhood. In literature, BESSs
are typically suggested and applied for peak load shaving [6, 11–13].
The BESSs for peak load shaving are typically sized using the worst case scenarios [13, 14].
This is the best sizing strategy to ensure that feeder specifications are not exceeded;
however, it is not necessarily optimal. Assuming that the feeder can operate near or
over its rated specifications from time to time, more optimal sizing strategies can be
developed. By identifying the outlier cases and excluding them from the sizing strategy,
one can provide optimised BESS specifications. How the current sizing strategy can
be improved by identifying and removing anomalous power usage cases is investigated.
How the new sizing strategy influences the costs of the system is also investigated. The
objectives chosen to address the problem are as follows:
• To investigate a method with which outlier data can be identified.
• To develop an optimised BESS sizing strategy of the worst case approach using the
investigated method.
• To compare the results from the original sizing strategy to that of the optimised
strategy.
• To analyse the cost improvement(if any).
The focus is on providing a more optimised sizing strategy for the BESS. It is not in
the scope of this thesis to compare various statistical methods for identifying outlier data
points but rather to choose a relevant method, apply it and compare it to the common
sizing strategy. It is also not in the scope of this thesis to do a detailed financial breakdown
of the costs involved.
1.3 Thesis Overview
1.3.1 Chapter 2: Battery Fundamentals and Modelling
Firstly, battery fundamentals and common battery types are researched. Which ancillary
services is relevant to this research is also investigated. This is followed by an investigation
into battery modelling and the common modelling types. One model is selected and
implemented in Python. A model calibration tool is also developed and the battery
model is calibrated for two battery chemistries.
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1.3.2 Chapter 3: Photovoltaic Systems
A brief summary of the PV system involved in this thesis is given. The fundamentals of
photovoltaics are discussed as well as how their output power is influenced.
1.3.3 Chapter 4: Fluctuation Mitigation of Intermittent PV
Generation
Various fluctuation mitigation methods are investigated for the purpose of smoothing the
PV power output. One of the methods are chosen and implemented in Python. How the
degree of damping influences the PV output as well as the BESS performance and sizing
are investigated.
1.3.4 Chapter 5: Network Strengthening
How PV can be integrated into a weak network using a BESS is investigated. Firstly, how
networks are modelled and how they are characterised are investigated. When networks
are characterised as weak is also investigated. To integrate PV into a weak network, the
power plant needs to be grid compliant. The renewable energy grid codes of the network
are studied and outlined. A weak network model is created to simulate the problem and
to assess the network restrictions. A solution is developed where a BESS operates in con-
junction with an on-load tap changing transformer to ensure stable operating conditions.
1.3.5 Chapter 6: Peak Load Shaving
The worst case scenario sizing strategy is investigated and discussed. A statistical tool
for identifying outliers is chosen. This is followed by the optimised sizing strategy that
implements the statistical tool. How PV impacts the required specifications of then BESS
is also investigated. The results are discussed and then conclusion are drawn.
1.3.6 Chapter 7: Cost Analysis
In this chapter cost analyses are done on the problems discussed in Chapters 3 to 5.
Firstly, how the levelised cost of energy is determined for each of the systems involved
is discussed. This is followed by discussion of the cost data that is used and how the
missing data is estimated. How these solutions affect the cost of the systems and the cost
of energy production are discussed and illustrated.
1.3.7 Chapter 8: Conclusion and Recommendations
The final conclusions to each of the problems are given and recommendations where
appropriate are made.
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Battery Fundamentals and Modelling
A battery is a device which converts chemical energy into electric energy by means of
an electrochemical reaction. It allows energy to be stored for later use for example in
uninterrupted power supplies (UPS), car ignitions and flashlights. The use of the term
"battery" to describe a grouping of electrical devices dates back to 1748 when Benjamin
Franklin described an array of charged glass plates (Leyden jars) as a battery [15]. An
Italian, Alessandro Volta, built the first electrochemical battery in 1800 [16]. In this
thesis, batteries are considered to solve certain problems such as the intermittent nature
of photovoltaics (PV), larger PV installations on a weak network and peak load shaving
of overloaded distribution feeders.
The problem with selecting batteries, especially with there being a range of similar battery
chemistries, is whether or not the battery is sufficient for its purpose and if it is performing
well enough under its operating conditions. Modelling a battery can provide a means of
estimating the battery’s performance. Modelling entails the representation of a battery
in a mathematical form; however this can be a difficult process when high accuracy is
required.
Different battery modelling methods need to be investigated to identify a simple method,
which is more generic, but still gives relevant performance estimations. To ease the process
of estimating battery performance, the battery model must be simple enough to apply to
other battery chemistries without difficult experimental procedures.
In this chapter, a general overview is given of batteries and the common battery types
that exist. Whether or not batteries can be considered for some of ESKOM’s ancillary
services is investigated. The different methods of modelling a battery are also investigated
and one method is chosen to serve as the ageing model for the battery. The method is
explained and implemented as a tool with which battery performance can be measured.
The chapter is concluded with a discussion of advantages and concerns with regards to
the battery ageing model.
2.1 Batteries
A battery is, by definition, a container consisting of one or more cells in which chemical
energy is converted into electricity and used as a source of power. In Figure 2.1, it can
be seen that these cells contain two electrodes (an anode and a cathode), which during
a reduction-oxidation reaction (discharging), cause the electrons to migrate through an
electrolyte via the flow of anions and cations. When a load is connected, electrons flow
6
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from the anode (oxidation), through the load, to the cathode (reduction). When the
battery recharges, the electrochemical reaction is reversed by means of ionisation of the
electrolyte. [17]
Load
Electrolyte
A
no
d
e
C
at
h
od
e
Flow of anions
Flow of cations
Electron flow
Figure 2.1: Electrochemical operation of a discharging cell. [18]
There are many different types of batteries of which a few are discussed in Section 2.2.
Batteries are typically used for short- and long term storage, but can also be used for
power conditioning. Ideal characteristics expected from a battery include a long calendar
life, low self-discharge, long duty cycle, high charge storage efficiency, low cost and low
maintenance. [19].
2.1.1 Classification of Batteries
Electrochemical batteries can be divided into two categories: primary (non-rechargeable)
and secondary (rechargeable) batteries.
2.1.1.1 Primary Batteries
A primary battery is defined by its inability to be easily or effectively recharged electrically.
The battery is essentially discharged and discarded. A primary cell is called a "dry cell"
when an absorbent or separator material is used to contain its electrolyte. [18]
Primary batteries are characterised by their good calender life, high energy density at low
to moderate discharge rates, ease of use and low, if any, maintenance. These batteries are
typically used in portable devices such as flashlights, cameras and toys where a lightweight
source of energy is required. [18]
2.1.1.2 Secondary Batteries
Secondary batteries are also known as "storage batteries" or "accumulators" because they
have the ability to be recharged, after being discharged, to their original state.
Secondary battery applications can be divided into two categories [18]:
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1. The application where the battery is used as an energy storage device; delivering
its energy to the load on demand while generally being connected to a primary en-
ergy source for charging. Examples of this application include UPS, hybrid-electric
vehicles and utility scale load levelling energy storage systems.
2. The application where the battery is discharged like a primary battery but recharged
after use. Examples of this application include portable consumer electronics such
as mobile phones, laptop computers, cameras, power tools etc. Electric vehicles can
also fall in this category.
Characteristics of secondary batteries include high power density (usually lower than
primary batteries), good low-temperature performance, high discharge rates and flat dis-
charge curves. Secondary batteries have poorer charge retention but the lost charge can
be restored by recharging. [18] Secondary batteries are considered in this thesis.
2.1.2 Battery Terminology
The battery field also has its own terminology. Below is a list of terms that will be
encountered throughout this thesis. [18, 20]
• Power rating - refers to the maximum rate at which a battery can charge or
discharge. This is measured in amperes (A).
• Battery capacity - refers to the maximum amount of energy that can be discharged
from a battery without the voltage dropping below a certain specified value unique
to the chosen battery type.
• C-rate - The c-rate is a measure of the rate at which a battery is charged or
discharged. A c-rate of 1C is also known as the one-hour discharge of a battery. In
other words, the rate at which a battery discharges in one hour.
• Depth-of-discharge (DOD) - a measure, in percentage (%), of how far a battery
is discharged. A DOD of no lower than 25% is considered shallow cycling whilst a
DOD up to 80% is considered deep cycling.
• Memory effect - refers to the gradual loss in maximum battery energy capacity
owing to the same repeated partial discharge and recharge cycle.
• Coulomb efficiency - refers to the efficiency with which electrochemical reaction
transfers energy within a particular system.
2.2 Common Battery Types
2.2.1 Lithium
A lithium battery has a positive electrode (e.g. aluminium with an active material
LiCoO2) and a negative electrode (e.g. copper with a carbonaceous material such as
graphite) between which ions move to produce a flowing current [21]. There are a range
of different lithium chemistries available and some of the popular ones are listed in Table
2.1.
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Table 2.1: Lithium chemistries and properties. [18, 22, 23]
Formula Energy density(Wh.kg−1) Relative cycle life
LiCoO2 170 to 185 1000
LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 155 to 185 3000
LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 145 to 165 3000
LiFePO4 100 to 140 >4000
LiMn2O4 90 to 120 1000
Lithium batteries are known to perform well in terms of Coulomb efficiency. Their advan-
tages include high energy-to-weight ratios, low self-discharge, no memory effect, superior
calender life and high specific energy of up to 870 W·h/kg [18, 24]. A disadvantage is the
required use of safety circuits which act as battery management systems. These safety
circuits protect the battery against over- and under-voltage, over-heating and over-current
[24].
Although these batteries have become more affordable, another important disadvantage
of the lithium battery is the higher price of the technology. With lithium being a limited
resource, this high price may continue to be a problem due to the growing electric vehicle
(EV) and hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) industry [25, 26].
Lithium batteries are mainly used in portable devices such as cameras, mobile phones,
portable tools and laptops. In the last decade, these batteries are being widely used in
EV and HEV applications [25].
2.2.2 Sodium-sulphur
Sodium sulphur (NaS) batteries consist of a positive and a negative electrode using molten
sulphur and molten sodium, respectively. Solid beta alumina ceramic electrolyte separates
the two electrodes; allowing only the positive sodium ions to go through [24].
NaS advantages include high power and energy density, temperature stability, long cycle
life, low cost, high Coulomb efficiency and good safety. Disadvantages include the risk of
the high operating temperatures of this battery (300◦C - 360◦C) and the need to heat the
battery externally for optimal performance. [24, 27]
The low cost of NaS batteries is the results of the great availability of the low-cost material
required to produce these batteries. This makes this type of battery suitable for mass
production. Furthermore, these batteries can easily be scaled to the megawatt range for
use in utilities [27–29].
2.2.3 Lead-acid
The lead-acid (Pb-acid) battery is one of the most common and well-known battery
technologies. The battery consists of a positive and a negative electrode with lead dioxide
and spongy lead as the respective active materials [24]. Diluted sulphuric acid is used
as the electrolyte. Lead-acid batteries are made with a variety of plate type choices:
pure lead or lead with added calcium and/or antimony. Pure lead is soft and should
be handled carefully, but provides low self-discharge and a long life expectancy. Adding
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calcium provides a stronger plate with cheaper initial cost, but it is not suitable for
repeated deep discharging. Antimony is added to create a stronger plate with less contact
resistance and even cheaper initial costs. Antimony-added plates; however, have shorter
lives, higher self-discharge and degrade rapidly with deep discharges. [19]
There are two main types of lead-acid batteries: valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) and
flooded electrolyte. VRLA or sealed lead-acid (SLA) batteries allow for the evolution
of excess hydrogen gas. They use catalytic converters to convert much of the hydrogen
and oxygen back to water. Only when excessive pressure builds up in the battery is
the gas vented. These batteries require more advanced charging control, but require less
maintenance. Flooded electrolyte or ’open’ batteries use an excess of electrolyte. The
electrolyte needs to be replaced regularly because gassing is used to reduce electrolyte
stratification. The charging regime for this battery is less strict. [19]
Advantages of lead-acid batteries include the ability to be rugged and resistant to abuse
and they are low in cost compared to competing battery types. Disadvantages include
low energy density per kilogram, limited cycle life, lower charging times and water loss
during overcharge which leads to increased maintenance. [24] Pb-acid batteries are used
in smaller, residential scale PV systems, vehicle ignitions, uninterrupted power supply
(UPS) systems and lighting.
2.2.4 Nickel-cadmium
Nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries are made up of a positive and a negative electrode
consisting of nickel hydroxide Ni(OH)2 and cadmium, respectively. They use an alkaline
potassium hydroxide electrolyte. This battery is sealed and utilises a recombinant system
to prevent electrolyte loss. [30]
Advantages of NiCd batteries include withstanding overcharging, full capacity discharge,
robustness, low internal resistance, low maintenance and low self discharge. Disadvantages
include low storage efficiency (60-70%) and low capacity increase due to low discharge
rates. NiCd is also much more expensive than lead-acid and could require a full discharge
to prevent the memory effect. [19]
NiCd batteries are typically used in motorised equipment, power tools, two way radios,
commercial and industrial portable products, toys and medical instrumentations. [30]
2.2.5 Nickel-metal-hydride
Nickel-metal-hydride batteries (NiMH) rely on absorption and desorption of hydrogen
in a metal alloy during their charge and discharge cycles. The electrolyte consists of
an aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide. Most of the solution is absorbed in the
electrodes and separator. [19]
When comparing NiMH to NiCd, the former is more efficient at 80-90%, has a lower
maximum power and a less noticeable memory effect. However, NiMH batteries are less
tolerant of the reversal of voltage polarity compared to NiCd. [19]
NiMH batteries are used where environmental factors are of extreme importance [31]
because the are non-toxic and the nickel can be easily recovered. They are also used
in portable devices where there is some flexibility in terms of voltage range like electric
razors, pagers and cameras.
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2.2.6 Flow Battery
The modern flow battery (FB) consists of two electrolyte systems where the electrolytes
are simultaneously pumped through two half-cells which are separated by a membrane.
The power rating of such a battery is determined by the size and number of electrodes in
the cell stacks. The most advanced and developed version of this battery is the vanadium
redox-flow battery (VRB) [18, 32].
One of the biggest advantages of the FB is the fact that the power rating and the energy
capacity rating are independent of each other. This allows the user to customise the system
to a specific requirement. Other advantages include relatively slow ageing of the battery
chemicals compared to other battery types, high power and energy capacity, fast charging
(cycling through a new electrolyte), long life through a simple electrolyte replacement,
low temperature operations, full discharge capability and the use of non-toxic materials.
Disadvantages include low efficiency when utilising less than 20% of the rated power, the
requirement of equipment consisting of moving mechanical parts, system cost, low energy
density and more space intensive equipment. [24, 27, 33, 34]
These batteries are used by large- and small scale-demonstration and commercial prod-
ucts. The FB is fitting for a larger scale of utilisation [27].
2.2.7 Battery Summary
Table 2.2: Summary of battery specifications. [18]
Energy
density Wh/L
Calendar
life (years)
Cycle
Life
Self-discharge
%/mo (20◦C)
Maintenance
Lithium
120-
640
5+ 1000+ 2 Low
Sodium-
sulphur
151 5-15
2500 to
4500
- Low
Lead-acid 50-90 3-8
200 to
1500
2-8
Model
dependant
Nickel-
cadmium
15-100 3-25
500 to
2000
5-20
Model
dependant
Nickel-metal-
hydride
177-
430
5-10
500 to
1000
15-30 Low
Flow
batteries
25-75 20-30+
3000 to
10000+
None Low
2.3 Batteries and Grid Reserves
Grid reserves are extra available energy capacity on the electrical network, whether they
are generating reserves (i.e. spinning reserves or non-spinning supplemental reserves)
or stored power reserves (i.e. batteries or capacitors). These reserves are expected to be
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available within a short time interval for frequency or power support. South Africa’s public
electricity utility, ESKOM, requires power reserves as one of their ancillary services. These
reserves focus on ensuring grid stability, thus this research will look into implementing
a battery energy storage system (BESS) to serve the purpose of some of these reserves.
The idea is to use BESSs to support the grid in general by functioning as a reserve but
also to support the PV power producers by providing a more stable grid-tied power plant.
ESKOM’s ancillary services document specifies five different types of reserves [35].
2.3.1 Instantaneous Reserves
This type of reserve serves as generation capacity or demand side managed load. It is
used to prevent excess frequency deviation and should thus be fully available within 10
seconds. Instantaneous reserves are also required to be sustained for at least 10 minutes.
The generators providing this service are expected to respond to high frequencies (above
50.15 Hz) as stipulated by the South African Grid Code.
2.3.2 Regulating Reserves
This type of reserve also serves as generating capacity or demand side managed load. The
difference is that it should respond within 10 seconds and be fully activated within 10
minutes. The purpose, according to [35], is to make enough capacity available in order to
maintain the frequency close to the target frequency and to keep the tie line flows between
control areas within schedule.
2.3.3 10-minute Reserves
This generation capacity or demand side managed load should be able to respond within
10 minutes. This can typically be a quick start generating plant such as hydro or pumped
storage. The purpose of these reserves is to restore instantaneous and regulating reserves
to their required levels after they have experienced an event. These reserves could be
required up to 600 hours per year (this is 50 weeks per year or 4 days a week or 3 hours
per day). It is also suggested that these reserves be used as emergency reserves if their
costs are close to or more than that of gas turbines.
2.3.4 Supplemental Reserves
This type of reserve also serves as generating capacity or demand side managed load with
the difference that it should respond within 6 hours or less. Its purpose is to restore
operating reserves.
2.3.5 Emergency Reserves
These reserves should be fully available within 10 minutes and are required for about 10
minutes. This type of reserve is only used when an abnormality occurs and quick action
is required. Emergency reserves are required to be under national control. Examples
of these reserves are interruptible loads, emergency generator capacity and gas turbine
capacity.
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2.3.6 Relevant Reserves
Instantaneous and regulating reserves are relevant to this study. PV output fluctuation
mitigation, network strengthening and peak load shaving strategies that assist the network
are studied. Peak load shaving typically requires quick response but will most likely need
to be sustained from 1 to 3 hours maximum. Fluctuation mitigation can be classified
under instantaneous reserves since it requires quick response and the duration of passing
cloud cover can last several minutes. Network strengthening can be a combination of
instantaneous and regulating reserves since a quick response is required but the batteries
can also assist in maintaining frequency.
2.4 Battery Modelling
Like humans, batteries are made up of various different parts which age and wear out.
Repeated electrochemical reaction tires the electrolyte within the battery and prevents
the battery from performing as before. There are a few factors that influence a battery’s
degradation: a deep depth of discharge (DOD), high c-rates, high and low temperatures
and extreme states of charge levels [36–39]. A method is required with which one can
model the degradation of the electrolyte in order to more accurately estimate the state
of the battery’s health. In literature, we find various derived models based on different
approaches. For the purpose of this thesis, three approaches are investigated.
2.4.1 Electrochemical Models
Electrochemical models are derived from first principles which makes them more superior
in many respects. They are based on the chemical reactions of charging and discharg-
ing batteries as well as the consisting chemical concentrations [40]. Due to the scientific
nature of these models, they consist of technical algorithms and formulae which rely on
detailed sets of specifications and parameters. These include parameters such as elec-
trolyte concentrations and diffusion coefficients. This is proprietary information and is
not commonly made available by manufacturers [41, 42]. Extensive testing, experimen-
tation and data collection are required in order to derive the model parameters; thus,
making this model expensive and time consuming [42–44]. Due to the complex nature of
these models, they are more difficult to implement than their counterparts but are much
more accurate. This model is also only relevant to the chemistry that it represents.
2.4.2 Equivalent Circuit Models
As the name suggests, this model consists of an equivalent circuit usually made up of ca-
pacitors and resistors [45–47]. These circuits can be set up as first-, second- or third-order
resistance-capacitance models and as such their parameters need to be estimated. These
are algorithm-based estimation models [46]. The layout and parameters of the circuit al-
low it to represent the characteristics of a battery. This makes the model attractive since
it gives a better representation of the internal physical states as well as the limitations
of the battery [42]. The model is also considered fairly accurate and can be used as a
generic model to represent a type of battery. Like the electrochemical models, the model
also requires extensive testing and experimentation in order to derive the characteristic
parameters. This model is considered simpler than the electrochemical model.
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2.4.3 Energy-Throughput Models
The energy-throughput (Ah-throughput) model is based on the assumption that a battery
can only handle a certain amount of energy throughput in its lifetime [48]. Regardless
of how the energy is drawn, once this total energy throughput is reached, the battery is
considered unusable due to capacity loss. This model is based on the observation made
that no matter what depth-of-discharge is used, when the number of cycles are multiplied
with the discharged energy, the resulting curve is assumed flat [48, 49]. These models use
pre-determined equations from literature which use more readily available data. These
models usually rely on depth-of-discharge data which is made available by manufacturers.
This makes the model simpler compared to the other models. The nature of this model
makes it more generic but also less accurate than the previously mentioned models.
2.5 Battery Ageing Model
An energy-throughput-based ageing model is chosen for this study. The model is a control-
oriented dynamic state-of-health model based on the Arrhenius equation. The Arrhenius
equation is presented by Svante Arrhenius in 1889 and it gives the dependence that a
chemical reaction has on the absolute temperature [50]. It is chosen for its simplicity
and the fact that it is not parametrised by measured data. The model is used in [38] to
monitor the battery’s state-of-health (SOH) in hybrid electric vehicles and is based on a
static model of Bloom et al. [51]. Similar variants of the model are used in [52–54].
2.5.1 State-of-Charge
The state-of-charge (SOC) is a measurement of the electrical charge of a battery. It is
helpful to know the SOC in order to prevent the over- or under charging of a battery. The
model in [38] calculates the SOC using the following equation:
SOC(t) = SOC0 − 1
Q0
·
∫ t
0
Qi(τ)dτ, (2.1)
where SOC0 and Q0 are the initial SOC and battery capacity in Ah, respectively. Qi(τ)
represents the energy charged or discharged over time, t. The initial energy capacity of
the battery changes over time as it is used. SOC(t) equals one when the battery is fully
charged and zero when it is completely discharged.
2.5.2 State-of-Health
The SOH is a measurement of the current battery capacity compared to its initial capacity.
According to [55, 56] a battery is considered ’dead ’ when it has lost 30% of its initial
capacity. The authors of [38, 57] suggest that it is at the 20%-mark. For the purpose of
this thesis, the 20%-mark is chosen. The SOH is determined in a similar manner to the
SOC:
SOH(t) = SOH0 − 1
2 ·N ·Q0 ·
∫ t
0
|Qi(τ)|dτ, (2.2)
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where SOH0 and N are the initial SOH and number of cycles before end-of-life, respec-
tively. It is important to note that charging and discharging are accounted for by the
integration thus resulting in the number two in the denominator. The SOH equals one
when the battery is capable of its initial capacity and zero when it is only capable of 80%
of its initial capacity.
The rate at which the battery loses capacity is influenced by the number of cycles (N) of
which the battery is capable. This number is not constant but depends on the operating
conditions of the battery. Wang et al. [36] concludes that for the LiFePO4 cell, specifically
the ANR26650M1, the capacity fade is influenced by the c-rate and cell temperature. In
this thesis the ANR26650M1 cell will represent lithium technologies because of its high
cycle count and representation in the energy storage, HEV and RE fields [38, 58–60].
Assuming that the lumped cell temperature is kept constant with the battery management
system, the only time-variable with a significant impact is the c-rate. Bloom et al. [51]
propose a model based on a modified Arrhenius equation which estimates the percentage
capacity loss 4Q0 based on the c-rate. The equation is as follows:
4Q0 = B(c) · exp
(−Ea(c)
R · T
)
·Q(c)z. (2.3)
In equation (2.3), c refers to the c-rate, B(c) is the pre-exponential factor, Ea(c) is the
activation energy measure in J/mol and Q(c) is the total energy throughput measured
in Ah. The equations consist of three constants: the ideal gas constant (R), lumped cell
temperature (T ) and the power law factor (z). The values of the equation parameters
will be discussed in Section 2.6. Equation (2.3) is rewritten, as shown by equation 2.4,
to determine the total energy-throughput that the battery experiences in order to lose 20
% of its initial capacity. The energy-throughput changes dynamically as the operating
conditions of the battery change.
Q(c) =
 4Q0
B(c) · exp
(−Ea(c)
R · T
)

1/z
(2.4)
In equation (2.5), Q(c) is divided by the initial cell capacity (Qc) in order to determine
the total number of cycles (N). It is important to note that a single cell capacity is used
to represent the battery as a whole because the model parameters are experimentally
determined from a single cell as shown by Wang et al. [36].
N(c) =
Q(c)
Qc
(2.5)
Similarly, in a study by S. McCluer [53] and R. Jaworski [52] , the lead-acid battery’s
SOH is determined using the original Arrhenius equation as shown by equation 2.6. In
this equation; however, the c-rate does not affect the capacity loss of the battery:
4Q = B · exp
(−Ea
R · T
)
·Q. (2.6)
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2.6 Model Calibration
The ageing model consists of parameters which characterise the ageing process of the
battery. These parameters change based on the selected battery chemistry. It is important
to adjust the parameters such that an accurate representation of the battery is achieved.
The parameters are calibrated using a simpler version of the final ageing tool. This is
discussed in Section 2.7. Figure 2.2 is a flow diagram which describes the workings of the
calibration tool.
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Figure 2.2: Calibration tool flow diagram.
The tool starts by initialising the testing parameters which are required to match the
calibration curve with the actual experimental curve. These parameters can be examined
in Table 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. Since the tool has to simulate a battery charge and discharge
at a certain DOD, the charge/discharge energy is determined by multiplying the DOD
with the battery capacity. Next, the cycle count is determined using the set parameters
with equations (2.3) and (2.5). Using the cycle count and charge/discharge energy, the
new SOH is determined using equation (2.2) and the cycle count is incremented. This
process is repeated until the SOH of the battery reaches zero which indicates that the
battery has lost 20 % of its initial capacity. Once the SOH is zero, the data is exported
for comparison and plotting.
The current model set-up uses two battery chemistries, lithium-ion and lead-acid. More
battery chemistries can be added when their parameters are known and when their ca-
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pacity fade versus cycle data is available. The lithium (LiFePO4) chemistry for the ageing
model is set up and calibrated using the parameters provided by Wang et al. [36] in
Tables 2.3 and 2.4. The lead-acid (PbSO4) chemistry is set up and calibrated using the
parameters provided by [52, 53] and can also be found in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Calibrated parameters for LiFePO4 and PbSO4 batteries.
Parameter Li-ion Lead-acid
Qc 2 1.2
Ea 31700− 370.3 · c 71170
B (Table 2.4) 1515 × 108
z 0.58 -
Table 2.4: LiFePO4 pre-exponential factors with respect to the c-rate.
c 0.5 2 6 10
B(c) 31,630 21,681 12,934 15,512
The lithium batteries are calibrated using the same conditions as stipulated by Wang
et al. [36] whilst the lead acid batteries are calibrated using data found in a study by
W. Marańda [61] of CBS Battery Co, Ltd. The testing conditions of the two battery
chemistries can be examined in Table 2.5. The batteries are calibrated over different
DODs to match those of the experimental data.
Table 2.5: Battery testing conditions.
Parameter Unit Li-ion Lead-acid
DOD [%] 10, 20, 50, 80, 90 30,50,100
T [K] 333 298
4Q [%] 30 20
c - 0.5 1
The resulting curves for the lithium battery are close to the experimental results in Figure
2.3 but require an increase in z from 0.55 to 0.58 in order to match the results. The final
calibrated lithium curve can be examined in Figure 2.4. It is noted that the calibrated
curves are almost identical to those of the experimental results. This indicates that the
model, with the current parameters, provides a very good estimation of the performance
of the lithium chemistry. Since the experimental results and the model results are both
linear; a good fit is expected.
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Figure 2.3: Experimental lithium cell capacity fade vs cycles [36].
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Figure 2.4: Calibrated lithium cell capacity fade versus cycles.
Since the lead-acid battery is modelled using the original Arrhenius equation, the c-rate
will not have an effect on the calibration process; however, the process still charges and
discharges the battery according to a specified c-rate. The original Arrhenius equation also
does not use a power law factor. The lead-acid model is calibrated by adjusting the pre-
exponential factor to the point where the calibrated figure is as close to the experimental
figure as possible at the relevant DODs. Figure 2.5 shows the experimental capacity fade
of a lead-acid cell. According to T. Reddy [18], it takes the cells of the battery from 20
to 25 cycles to achieve rated capacity; the cells then exceed the rated capacity and this
then begins to fall off slowly. This is a function of the cell forming.
Due to the non-linear nature of the experimental curve, the calibrated lead-acid model
lacks the accuracy of the lithium model. The calibrated curve in Figure 2.6 underestimates
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the number of cycles between the 100%- and 85%-mark and overestimates between the
80%- and 60%-mark. It is noted that there is a overall underestimation at the 30% DOD-
mark. For the purpose of this thesis, the ageing model is calibrated to lean more towards
the lower DODs since lead-acid technologies suffer irreversible life loss during deeper depth
of discharges according to T. Reddy [18]. In order for the lead-acid chemistry to remain
competitive with the lithium chemistry, it will be restricted to a DOD of no less than 60
%.
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Figure 2.5: Experimental lead-acid cell capacity fade vs cycles.
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Figure 2.6: Calibrated lead-acid cell capacity fade versus cycles.
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2.7 Battery Ageing Tool
The final battery ageing tool is implemented as a Python script which provides the user
with a convenient way to analyse battery ageing. This is done by simply selecting the
required battery and providing the energy-throughput data. Figure 2.7 shows the sequence
that the tool follows.
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Figure 2.7: Battery ageing tool flow diagram.
The tool starts by initialising the parameters required to analyse the capacity loss. The
parameters are kept the same as those of the calibration tool in Section 2.6 with a few
alterations. The c-rate is no longer set but is now determined from the input data. The
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time-step size of the input data also needs to be specified. The next step in the sequence
is to import the input data. The model accepts data in the format as shown by Table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Input data format.
Time-step Ampere
0001 3
0002 5
... ...
The lithium battery model uses pre-exponential factor data which range over different
c-rates. Once the tool confirms that a specific lithium battery is used, it imports the
pre-exponential factor data and fits a polynomial equation to it. This curve fit can be
examined in Figure 2.8. This allows the model to choose the appropriate factor for a
certain c-rate. The tool uses a fixed pre-exponential factor when using the lead-acid
battery. The lithium chemistry used in this thesis has different pre-exponential factors
over a certain c-rate range; however, this is not the case for every chemistry. It depends on
the available information and whether or not experiments have been done to determine
more accurate pre-exponential factors. Otherwise, the user has to determine a factor
based on the calibration process.
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Figure 2.8: Pre-exponential factor curve fit.
The tool starts to iterate over the data by, firstly, calculating the energy throughput
between two data points. Once, this has been completed, the average c-rate of the time-
step is calculated. The c-rate is then used to calculate the pre-exponential factor. A
warning is presented when the c-rate is larger than ten. This is because inaccuracies
might have occurred as there is only a limited range to the available pre-exponential
factor data. The next step is to calculate the cycle count from equation (2.3) and (2.5).
With the cycle count known, the SOH calculation follows using equation (2.2). These
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steps are repeated for all the data points and then one can examine how the battery SOH
reduces over time.
The SOC is not required for the purpose of this model but is included in the tool to serve
as a check to ensure that the battery capacity is not exceeded. This option can be enabled
if needed. After the SOC-check, the tool does a check to see if it has processed all the
data. Once all the data is processed, the results are displayed to the user in the form of
an percentage. However, the user also has the option to export the SOH loss profile for
further analysis. Figure 2.9 illustrates the curves of three SOH loss profiles. These curves
represent different energy-throughput profiles through the same capacity battery for the
period of a year. This can prove quite useful in identifying when excessive battery usage
occurs or when the battery is abused the most.
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Figure 2.9: Examples of SOH profiles.
2.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, battery fundamentals are discussed as well as the possible ancillary services
they can provide for the network’s service provider, ESKOM. Various battery modelling
methods are investigated and an energy-throughput model is selected to be implemented
as a tool to measure battery performance. The model is an energy-throughput-based
capacity fade model and it is applied to a lithium (LiFePO4) chemistry and a lead-acid
(PbSO4) chemistry. More chemistries can be added if the relevant parameters are known.
The ageing model is implemented as a tool in the form of a Python script. The tool makes
it simple to test how a battery performs based on an energy-throughput profile. The tool
imports the profile and calculates how its SOH is influenced based on the operating
conditions specified by the user. It provides useful SOH profiles which allows the user to
assess the battery performance during the course of its use.
Users can add more battery chemistries to the model but it can be difficult to calibrate for
them; thus, another tool is developed, similar to the ageing model, to help calibrate for
new chemistries. The user has to provide the tool with more readily available parameters
and calibrate for the rest. The ageing model is calibrated by matching the manufacturer’s
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resulting profile to the plot produced by the calibration tool. The user repeatedly adjusts
the parameters until a satisfactory fit is found.
The selected ageing model provides a more generic model for which is easier to calibrate
when compared to other ageing models such as the equivalent circuit model or the electro-
chemical model. However, this type of model does trade accuracy for convenience; thus
it should only be used as an estimation of a battery’s performance.
A study based on the selected model provides detailed parameters for the calibration of
the lithium chemistry which results in a very accurate representation. The studies on the
lead-acid chemistry do not provide detailed parameters and there are calibrated using the
tool. Based on how the model functions, the degradation, at a constant current, is linear.
The actual degradation of lead-acid chemistry is exponential, thus the model can not
provide an accurate degradation over time, but it can provide a more accurate estimation
of when the calibrated SOH level will be reached.
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Photovoltaic Systems
The photovoltaic (PV) systems of interest for this thesis are the utility scale, grid-
connected PV systems that include a battery energy storage system (BESS). The system
and its various components can be examined in Figure 3.1. The PV panels deliver DC
power to the power conversion unit (PCU). The PCU consists of an inverter and a maxium
power point tracker (MPPT). The inverter converts direct current (DC) to alternating
current (AC) while the MPPT ensures that the PVs are operating at the most efficient
point on their I-V curves.
The BESS typically consists of batteries that are paired with a smart controller to manage
the charge and discharge of the batteries. The BESS supplies energy as required by the
specific situation. These situations typically include: the conditioning of the PV power
output, supplementary or emergency power and uninterrupted power supply (UPS).
In this chapter, the fundamentals regarding PV are discussed as well as what affects the
PV power output.
Photovoltaic 
Module
Inverter
Utility
Power
BatteryControl
Figure 3.1: System schematic representation.
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3.1 Photovoltaics
Light can be seen as discrete packets of energy called photons. When a device or material
is capable of converting this photon energy into an electric voltage and current, it is called
a photovoltaic. If the wavelength of the photon is short enough and its energy high enough,
it can cause an electron in the material to break free. These electrons, which break free,
can emerge as electric current if they are swept away to a metallic contact by the presence
of a nearby electric field. The sun acts as the driving force to power photovoltaics. [20]
3.1.1 Basic Semiconductor Physics
Photovoltaics make use of semiconductor materials in order to convert sunlight into elec-
tricity. This type of technology is closely related to transistors, diodes and other semi-
conductor devices used in solid-state technologies. Pure crystalline silicon is a Group IV
element found in the fourth column of the periodic table. It serves as the starting point
to nearly all semiconductors. Germanium is another popular Group IV element used as
semiconductor for some electronics. Most electronic device, including PV, use silicon with
added boron and phosphorous from Group III and IV, respectively. Other variants PV
devices can also be made: Gallium and arsenic are used to make GaAs solar cells, copper,
indium and selenium are used to make CIS cells and cadmium and tellurium are used to
make CdTe cells. [20]
The element silicon consists of 14 protons in its nucleus with 14 electrons orbiting the
nucleus as seen in Figure 3.2 (a). The element is tetravalent because it has four valence
electrons in the outer orbit. For electronic purposes, these valance electrons are the ones
that are important; thus a common, simpler way to draw them is with just the four
valence electrons as illustrated in Figure 3.2 (b). [20]
+14 +4
(a) Actual (b) Simplified
Valence
electrons
Figure 3.2: Representation of silicon with 14 protons and 14 electrons (a). A simplified repre-
sentation of silicon with four outer electrons (b).
3.1.2 The Band-Gap Energy
Silicon is a perfect electric insulator at zero Kelvin; meaning no electrons are free to
move around. When the temperature is increased, energy levels increase for the electrons
allowing them to free themselves to act as current; thus the increased temperature al-
lows for increased conductivity. Electrons have energies which fit into certain allowable
energy levels or bands as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The electron in the top band, called
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the conduction band, allows for the flow of electricity. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, semi-
conductors, at absolute zero temperature, have no electrons in the conduction band but
metals have a partially filled conduction band. This is why metals are natural electric
conductors. There is a gap between the different energy bands called the forbidden band.
Electrons require a certain amount of energy, called band-gap energy (Eg), in order to
cross the forbidden band to the conduction band. Figure 3.3 illustrates the various energy
bands for semiconductors. [20]
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Figure 3.3: Energy bands for semiconductors. [20]
3.1.3 The p-n Junction Diode
The solar cells of a photovoltaic panel consist of p-n junctions. These p-n junctions
require exposure to photons in order to create hole-electron pairs. These photons have
to provide energy above the band-gap energy in order free electrons into the conduction
band. An electric field is required to prevent recombination of the hole-electron pairs.
Recombination is the process in which the electrons fall back into the holes. The electric
field will push the electrons and holes in separate directions. Using the example of silicon,
the electric field is created by establishing two regions within the crystal. This is done
using pure silicon which is, on the one side, doped with a small amount of trivalent
elements from Group III and doped with pentavalent elements from Group V. [20]
The pentavalent doped side has only four of its five valence electrons bound; leaving one
to roam. The pentavalent elements are called the donors since they donate this roaming
electron to the other side. A semiconductor doped with a Group V (donor atom) element
is called an n-type material. The elements on the trivalent side are called the acceptors
since they receive an electron owing to the fact that they have only three covalent bonds;
leaving a positively charged hole. A semiconductor doped with a Group III element is
called a p-type material. [20]
Joining a p-type and n-type semiconductor, while forming a junction between them, will
cause the mobile electrons and holes to drift across the junction. When these holes and
electrons cross the junctions, they leave behind immobile negative and positive charges,
respectively. These immobile atoms create an electric field which counters the continued
flow of electrons and holes. The process of creating immobilised charges continues until
the electric field becomes so strong that all movement of the charge carriers stops. This
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electric field is called the depletion region. Figure 3.4 illustrates the workings of a p-n
junction. [20]
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Figure 3.4: The workings of a p-n junction. [20]
3.1.4 Equivalent Circuit for PV Cells
A photovoltaic cell can be characterised by an equivalent circuit that is made up of
discrete idealised components as a way to help predict the behaviour of the individual
solar cells. Figure 3.5 illustrates a simple equivalent circuit of a PV cell. The circuit
consists of a current source in parallel with a real diode. The current (IL) represents the
light-generated current in the cell while ID represents the voltage-dependant current that
is lost due to recombination. VOC represents the open-circuit voltage. [20]
IL
ID
I
+
−
VOC
Figure 3.5: Simple solar cell equivalent circuit.
Shorting the leads of the equivalent circuit for a PV cell causes no current to flow through
the diode since voltage across the diode equals zero. However, all the current flows through
the the shorted leads. Thus, the short-circuit current equals the magnitude of the ideal
current source itself (IL = ISC). According to Kirchoff’s current law, the current for the
equivalent circuit can be written as:
I = IL − ID = ISC − ID. (3.1)
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ID can be substituted by the Shockley diode equation that describes a p-n junction diode
as follows:
I = ISC − I0(eqVd/kT − 1), (3.2)
where q and k are the electron charge (1.602×10−19C) and Boltzmann’s constant (1.381×
10−23J/K), respectively. Vd represents the voltage between the diode terminals measured
in volts and T represents the junction temperature measured in Kelvin. Rewriting equa-
tion (3.2), the short-circuit current for the PV cell can be expressed as:
ISC = I + I0(e
qVd/kT − 1), . (3.3)
3.1.5 Impact of Temperature and Irradiance
The output of a PV cell can be represented by an I-V curve which can be represented by the
equations of the equivalent circuit model. It is shown that the output of the cell changes
when the cell temperature and irradiance change. Figure 3.6 illustrates that an increase
in cell temperature can cause a considerable open-circuit voltage drop. Manufacturers
will typically indicate this loss on the PV panel data sheet as a percentage deviation per
unit temperature.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of temperature on a PV cell output.
The photon energy from the sun that is converted to electrical energy by the p-n junction,
is represented by a measurement called irradiance (W/m2). The short-circuit current in
equation (3.3), is directly proportional to the irradiance which means if the irradiance is
reduced by one half the current will be reduced by one half, as illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Manufactures typically include the figure in the PV panel data sheet to indicate the panel
performance.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of solar irradiance on PV cell output.
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Chapter 4
Fluctuation Mitigation of Intermittent
PV Generation
A growing solar industry can be observed in South Africa. This is mostly due to the push
for the adoption of renewable energy sources and the affordability of the technology [62].
Photovoltaics (PVs) suffers from high variability with regard to its output power due to
irregularities in the sun’s irradiance caused by passing cloud cover. Thus the increasing
penetration of grid-connected PV systems in weak radial distribution systems paired with
the high ramp-rates can introduce significant voltage fluctuations [63].
The intermittent nature of the PV output power has been recorded to have a ramp-rate
up to 63% of the rated capacity/minute at the La Ola PV plant [3]. One-second irradiance
data collected by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), from Oahu Island,
shows how the ramp-rate of the irradiance fluctuates more than 50% between consecutive
measurements [64]. Another study shows that the PV output of a system in Mesa del
Sol, Mexico, fluctuates by 20% of its rated capacity/second [4].
Solutions already exist where battery energy storage systems (BESS) are used in con-
junction with PV power plants to mitigate the fluctuating output power. These solutions
can be divided, by their control strategy, into two categories: moving average control
and ramp-rate control. The problem, however, is that the BESS sizing strategies for these
fluctuation mitigation methods are unknown as well as the effect that the degree of damp-
ing has on the specifications of the BESS. An effective fluctuation mitigation strategy is
required which can be implemented in the form of a tool to assist in sizing the BESS and
providing a means of assessing how the degree of damping influences the sizing of the
BESS.
In this chapter, control strategies for fluctuation mitigation are investigated and compared.
One fluctuation mitigation strategy is selected and implemented as a tool in the form of
a Python script. The tool is applied to a PV output profile to demonstrate its smoothing
capabilities. The tool is also used to determine and compare the BESS requirements for
certain degrees of smoothing. The battery energy-throughput profiles from the tool are
used with the battery ageing model described in Chapter 2 to determine how degrees of
smoothing influence the state-of-health of the battery.
30
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4.1 Control Strategies
In literature, one typically finds two different control strategies: one being based on the
moving average method and another based on the ramp-rate control strategy. In order to
determine which one is relevant for a given application, it is important to understand the
differences between the two control strategies.
These control strategies are typically paired with an energy storage solution to deliver
or absorb energy. In [65–67], an electric double layer capacitor is used as energy storage
for PV smoothing. Rahman et al. [68] use fuel cells to assist PV with its intermittent
power output while Tam et al. [69] use superconducting magnetic energy storage. Battery
storage is used by Hund et al. [70], Traube et al. [71] and Alam et al. [63] to mitigate
these fluctuations.
4.1.1 Moving Average Control vs Ramp-rate Control
The moving average approach is a traditionally accepted method used to reduce PV
fluctuations. [63] The strategy uses the trend of the average power output in a certain
time window in order to predict the required power output for the current time-step. This
makes the output dependent on the past power output which leads to a difference in the
present PV output. The strategy can be examined in Figures 4.1 (a) and (b). Since the
smoothing strategy is paired with an energy storage system, the difference between the
PV output and the inverter output causes an unnecessary, over-utilisation of the energy
storage system. The dependence on a past window of data and the length of that window
can cause the output to lack the desired ramp-rate.
There are plenty of variations of the moving average control strategy. A moving average
control paired with a first order low-pass filter is implemented by Ellis et al. [72]. An
exponential moving average control is used by Samson et al. [73] where more weight is
given to recent PV output values. Monai et al. [67] applied a modified Euler type moving
average control. This control predicts the moving average values of a hybrid PV and
energy storage system.
The ramp-rate control strategy uses monitoring systems to examine the power output
profiles for high ramp-rate events. In the case of such an event, the system utilises an
energy storage system to mitigate the fluctuation. An excess increase in power could
either be curtailed or absorbed by the energy storage system, whereas the sudden drop
in power will be countered with a sudden energy discharge [63]. The strategy can be
examined in Figures 4.1 (a) and (c). According to Abdollahy et al. [74], the delay in the
data communication system can delay the smoothing of the fluctuation and in some cases
worsen it. This problem can be overcome by conditioning the power at the PV connection
point using its local data.
There are also plenty of different variations of the ramp-rate control strategy.Traube et al.
[71] use an EV battery charger in combination with a PV inverter to reduce fluctuations by
means of a high-pass filter. A controller based on real-time SOC feedback with adaptive
smoothing targets is used by Li et al. [75]. Lastly, Hill et al. [76], Coe et al. [77] and
Alam et al. [63] use storage to assist with ramp-rate control. The control is determined
by the SOC of the battery and the allowable ramp-rate droop characteristic.
In Figure 4.1, the moving average control is compared to the ramp-rate control. Both
control strategies are applied to the same PV output profile. PINV and PCOMP represent
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the inverter power output and battery compensation power, respectively. In (a), how
the moving average strategy has a smoother output profile while the ramp-rate approach
tracks the maximum PV output better can be seen. When examining the output profile
of the battery system in (b), how the batteries are continuously used for compensation
can be seen. The moving average strategy, and its reliance on historical data, tends to
run at an output power less than the actual PV output and uses the energy storage more
often. When comparing this to (c), it can be seen that the ramp-rate approach only uses
the batteries when the ramp-rate is exceeded.
PINV with ramp-rate strategy 
PINV with no strategy PINV with moving average strategy 
Using moving average control 
Energy delivered 
Energy consumed 
Storage devices continues to operate at all time (non-zero PCOMP) 
Using the ramp-rate control Energy consumed 
Energy delivered 
PCOMP is zero 
Figure 4.1: PV fluctuation mitigation methods. (a) Inverter profiles with and without fluc-
tuation mitigation. (b) Energy storage profile for moving average strategy. (c) Energy storage
profile for a ramp-rate control strategy. [63]
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4.2 Ramp-rate Control
The ramp-rate control strategy in this thesis is based on a model developed by Alam et
al. [63]. The ramp-rate control strategy is chosen over the moving average method since
it minimises the use of the battery storage system. Lower energy-throughput extends
battery life and ensures an economic operation of the BESS. This specific fluctuation
mitigation model incorporates primary ramping and post-ramping strategy to provide an
optimal balance between the degree of damping and the SOC level of the battery.
Figure 4.2 summarises the fluctuation mitigation strategy with a plot illustrating how the
BESS counters the fluctuations in the PV output. The PV output power is read at a high
sample rate per second. This ensures a quick reaction time during a ramping event but
there is an element of lag in the system. Once a sudden drop or rise in the PV power
output is detected, the BESS is instructed to discharge or absorb energy, according to the
ramping stage, in order to damp the inverter output power.
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Figure 4.2: Ramp-rate strategy.
The inverter power output consists of the DC power output from the PV panels and the
compensation power provided by the BESS. The inverter output can be calculated as
follows:
Pinv = ηinv × (PPV + PBESS) (4.1)
where Pinv is the inverter output power in Watt, PPV is the PV output power in Watt
and PBESS is the battery charge or discharge power in Watt. ηinv is the inverter efficiency
at which the battery and PV power run.
The inverter ramp-rate can be determined by differentiating equation (4.1) with respect
to time and is expressed as follows:
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dPinv
dt
= ηinv ×
[
dPPV
dt
+
dPBESS
dt
]
, (4.2)
where dPinv/dt is the inverter ramp-rate in W/min, dPPV/dt the PV ramp-rate in W/min
and dPBESS/dt the battery ramp-rate in W/min.
The objective of this fluctuation mitigation method is to control the power output of the
inverter such that the ramp-rate stays within the specified boundaries. This is achieved
by charging or discharging the energy storage system or limiting the inverter output.
Rewriting equation (4.2), the charge/discharge rate of the energy storage system can be
expressed by the following:
dPBESS
dt
=
1
ηinv
× dPinv
dt
∣∣∣∣
des
− dPPV
dt
, (4.3)
where dPinv/dt|des is the desired ramp-rate of the inverter output. This output value will
be negative for a ramp-down event and positive for a ramp-up event. Equation (4.3)
represents the basic control strategy of the inverter. For simplicity, equation (4.3) is
rewritten as follows:
RRcomp =
1
ηinv
×RRdes −RRPV , (4.4)
where RRcomp is the compensation ramp-rate from the BESS, RRdes is the maximum
desired ramp-rate of the inverter and RRPV is the PV ramp-rate. The PV ramp-rate is
calculated using a discrete time representation in the following expression:
RRPV (k) =
PPV (k)− PPV (k − 1)
t(k)− t(k − 1) , (4.5)
where t(k) is the time at the kth instant. Furthermore, the compensation ramp-rate can
be used to determine the compensation power (Pcomp) for the kth instant as follows:
Pcomp(k) = S × [Pcomp(k − 1) +RRcomp(k)× {t(k)− t(k − 1)}], (4.6)
where S is the switching function.
The desired ramp-rate of the inverter is determined by two different ramping stages. These
stages include a primary ramping stage and a secondary post-ramping stage. The check
for a primary or post-ramping stage is summarised by the following switching function:
S =

1, if |RRPV | > RRdes (Primary){
0, if Pcomp(k − 1) < RRdes
1, otherwise (Post)
(4.7)
where Pcomp(k−1) refers to the compensation power, in Watts, of the previous time-step.
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When the PV ramp-rate exceeds the desired inverter ramp-rate, a primary ramping stage
is detected. If the PV ramp is within the limits, a check is done to determine if the
previous compensation power is less than the desired ramp-rate. If this is the case, the
compensation is turned off but if it is more a post-ramping event is triggered.
The desired inverter ramp-rate of a primary ramping stage is controlled by an inverse
characteristic constant which provides more damping as the PV output fluctuations get
higher. Adjusting the constant will adjust the degree of damping for a ramping stage [63].
The following expression shows this strategy:
RRdes(k) =
|RRPV (k)|, if |RRPV (k)| < RRlimγ
RRPV (k)
, if |RRPV (k)| ≥ RRlim, (4.8)
where RRlim is the ramp-rate limit, in W/min, which determines whether or not compen-
sation will be triggered for a given time-step and γ is the inverse characteristic constant.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the inverse characteristic damping once a sudden power drop occurs.
Figure 4.3 illustrates when the primary ramping stage occurs. It can be seen that the
primary ramping stage is triggered once the PV ramp-rate exceeds the ramp-rate limit.
The desired ramp-rate is then determined by the inverse characteristic of the PV ramp-
rate as shown in expression (4.8).
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Figure 4.3: Primary ramping stage.
The post-ramping stage is triggered by the switching function in expression (4.7), when
the previous compensation power (Pcomp(k − 1)) is not smaller than the desired ramp-
rate. This means that the current PV output power level is not close enough to the
inverter output level. The desired ramp-rate is determined using expression (4.9). This
expression is used to check whether the current PV output is larger or smaller than the
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inverter output and if the PV ramp-rate is positive or negative. This gives an indication
of where the PV output power is relative to the inverter output power and is illustrated
in Figure 4.4. If the PV output power and the inverter output power are both moving
at positive or negative ramp-rates, the desired ramp-rate is set to zero so that the PV
output can catch up to the inverter output. This is illustrated in Figures 4.4 (b) and (d).
If the PV output power and inverter output power both have a different sign (meaning
one is positive and the other negative), the desired ramp-rate is selected to a pre-defined
adjustment ramp-rate (RRadj). This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
RRdes =

0, if Pinv(k) > PPV (k) and RRPV > 0
RRadj(k), if Pinv(k) > PPV (k) and RRPV ≤ 0
RRadj(k), if Pinv(k) < PPV (k) and RRPV > 0
0, if Pinv(k) < PPV (k) and RRPV ≤ 0
(4.9)
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Figure 4.4: Fluctuation mitigation per case strategy.
Figure 4.5 illustrates when the post-ramping stage will occur and what it looks like in the
context of a ramping event. It can be seen than that it occurs typically occurs right after
a primary ramping event.
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Figure 4.5: Post-ramping stage.
Once the compensation power is determined, the control does a check to determine
whether or not the battery has a enough capacity for the charge or discharge action.
To do this check, the battery determines an upper and a lower SOC limit which is re-
quired for the approval of a charge or discharge action. These limits are calculated using
the following expressions:
SOCUL = DODmax + SOCbuff (4.10)
SOCLL = SOCmax + SOCbuff (4.11)
where SOCUL and SOCLL are the SOC upper limit and SOC lower limit, respectively.
DODmax is the maximum DOD, SOCmax is the maximum SOC and SOCbuff is the SOC
buffer. The SOC buffer is calculated using equation (2.1) as follows:
SOCbuff (k) = − 1
Qbat
· Pcomp(k), (4.12)
where Qbat refers to the battery capacity in amp-hours. Because new limits are determined
every time-step, with regards to the current required compensation power, the strategy
ensures that the appropriate limits are set to check if a charge or discharge operation is
possible. The check is done as follows:
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Check =

{
1, if Pcomp(k) < 0 and SOC(k − 1) < SOCUL(k)
0, if Pcomp(k) < 0 and SOC(k − 1) ≥ SOCUL(k){
1, if Pcomp(k) ≥ 0 and SOC(k − 1) > SOCLL(k)
0, if Pcomp(k) ≥ 0 and SOC(k − 1) ≤ SOCLL(k)
(4.13)
From 4.13, an answer of one means the charge or discharge action is approved and an
answer of zero means it is not approved. The limits are compared to the SOC from the
previous time-step which is the latest battery SOC level.
Figure 4.6 is an example of the ramp-rate strategy applied to a PV output data set. It
can be seen that the inverter output tracks the PV output until a sudden drop or rise
in power occurs. The primary ramping event strategy is applied once the disturbance
occurs. After the passing of the power disturbance, the post ramping event strategy is
applied.
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Figure 4.6: Applied ramp-rate strategy.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the output of a 50 kW PV installation on a very cloudy day. It
can be seen in this figure that adjusting the RRadj parameter of the model influences the
damping performance. The higher degree of damping from the RRadj = 1%/min causes
a smoother output profile but with less tracking of the peak PV output. In this case, it
reduces the resulting PV output power in exchange for a smoother output. Increasing
the parameter to 4%/min, reduces the damping but results in better tracking of the PV
output.
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Figure 4.7: Difference in the degree of damping.
4.3 Fluctuation Mitigation Tool
The fluctuation mitigation tool is implemented in Python. Python is an object-oriented,
high-level programming language, suited for rapid application development. A tool pro-
vides a great way to assess large amounts of data in an automated, time-saving way. The
script is aimed at providing the resulting inverter and battery output curves. From the
inverter output curve, one can determine whether or not the degree of fluctuation miti-
gation is sufficient when compared to the original PV output curve. The battery output
curve is used to determine the specifications of the BESS and can be used in conjunction
with the ageing model to determine how the fluctuation mitigation affects the SOH of the
battery. The sequence of the tool is described by Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Fluctuation mitigation tool.
The tool starts by initialising the parameters as shown in Table 4.1. These are the
parameters the user can set, in order to control the degree of damping, to initialise the tool.
The tool can be utilised in two ways: to determine the damping capabilities of a specific
battery size or to determine the inverter- and BESS output profile for a certain degree of
damping. The latter requires the battery capacity (Bcap) to be specified and, to restrict
the battery charge or discharge, the maximum c-rate (cmax) limit to be set . The RRlim
and RRadj parameters are both represented as a percentage of the maximum PV output
while the DODmax and SOCmax parameters are both represented as a percentage of the
maximum rated battery capacity. The inverter efficiency (ηinv) parameter is assumed to
be a constant value based on the chosen inverter specifications. Inverters typically have
a variable efficiency that depends on the inverter output power.
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Table 4.1: Ramp-rate model parameters.
Parameter Unit Description
Qbat Ah Battery capacity
RRlim %/min Ramp-rate limit
RRadj %/min Adjustment ramp-rate
DODmax % Maximum depth-of-discharge
SOCmax % Maximum state-of-charge
ηinv % Inverter efficiency
γ % Inverse characteristic constant
cmax - Maximum allowed c-rate
tsize s Time-step size
Once the parameters are initialised, the power output data from a PV installation is
imported. The data is required to be in the format as illustrated by Table 4.2. The
time-step should be an integer value. If the difference between the time-steps is not in
minutes, it must be specified to allow the tool to adjust to it. The data used in this thesis
is minutely measured data and the fluctuation mitigation method is meant to be applied
with a controller which takes hundreds of readings per second. Thus, the Python tool is
written such that it reacts based on the next data point (k + 1) and as such it assumes
no lag in the system.
Table 4.2: Input data format.
Time-step Power [kW]
0001 7.5
0002 8.2
... ...
Once the data is imported, the tool steps through the data points and applies the ramp-
rate strategy. Figure 4.9 illustrates the sequential flow of the ramp-rate model. It starts
by calculating the PV ramp-rate of the current time step using equation (4.5). The PV
ramp-rate is then used to determine the selection of the desired ramp-rate using expression
(4.8). Next, a check is done to determine if the absolute value of the PV ramp-rate is
larger than the desired ramp-rate. If it is larger, it indicate that a primary ramping stage
should be initiated and, thus a compensation ramp-rate can be calculated. From the
compensation ramp-rate, a compensation power is calculated. A check is done on the
SOC of the battery to determine whether or not the BESS has enough capacity for a
charge or discharge.
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Figure 4.9: Inverter ramp-rate control strategy.
If the PV ramp-rate is not larger than the desired ramp-rate, it means that either no
compensation is required or that the inverter output still has to catch up to the PV
output. A check is done to determine whether or not the previous compensation power
is smaller, if it exist at all, than the desired ramp-rate. If it is smaller, this means that
the difference is negligible and that no compensation is required. If the compensation
power is larger than the desired ramp-rate, it indicates that a post-ramping stage should
be initiated. The compensation ramp-rate for this stage is calculated using certain values
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which are selected based on the post-ramping situation. The value selection is summarised
by expression (4.9).
Once the ramp-rate strategy is applied to the data, a profile for the battery and inverter
output is available. The battery profile is used to size the BESS and is discussed in the
next section.
4.3.1 Sizing of BESS
As previously stated, the battery profile generated by the fluctuation mitigation tool
can be used to size the BESS. The minimum power requirement (P batmin) is calculated by
iterating through the battery output data and selecting the highest value. This can be
shown by the following expression:
P batmin = max
{
P 1bat, P
2
bat, ..., P
n
bat
}
. (4.14)
The BESS power requirement (PBESS) is determined by taking into account the losses in
the power conversion unit (PCU):
PBESS =
P batmin
ηPCU
, (4.15)
where ηPCU is the PCU efficiency.
As the PV power output fluctuates during the course of a day, the battery system has
to discharge and charge in an attempt to damp the output. The energy requirement of
the battery can be determined by finding the point in the day when the battery is at
maximum discharge. This essentially means determining the point where the area under
the battery profile is at its maximum. Because it is assumed that the batteries will be
recharged at the end of each day, the maximum required energy for each day of the year
is determined to find the day which requires the most energy. The energy sizing can be
expressed as follows:
Edaymax = max
{∫ t
0
Pbat(t) dt
}
(4.16)
Ebat = max
{
E1max, E
2
max, ..., E
n
max
}
(4.17)
where Pbat(t) represents the battery profile, t represents the time, Edaymax represents the
maximum required energy for the day and n is the number of days. Ebat represents the
final battery energy requirement. The BESS energy requirement is determined by taking
into account PCU losses and SOC restrictions. The equation is expressed as follows:
EBESS =
Ebat
ηPCU · (SOCmax − SOCmin) , (4.18)
where SOCmax and SOCmin represent the maximum and minimum SOC, respectively.
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4.4 Model Implementation and Results
The fluctuation mitigation tool shows that the intermittent nature of PV power plants
can be treated using the ramp-rate control in combination with a BESS. However, this
leaves users with questions about the performance and how it affects the battery sizing.
To answer a few questions, how the ramp-rate limits, such as the inverse characteristic
constant and the ramp-rate adjustment constant, influence the sizing of the batteries were
investigated. How these constants influence the battery performance and which battery
type should be considered were also investigated.
It is important to remember that the results in this section are based on a dataset from
a single weather station in a certain location and that the SOH model used is also cali-
brated for two specific batteries. The results in this section are dependant on the weather
conditions during the specific case study and thus it can not be assumed to be applicable
to all cases studies. The tools merely give the user the ability to generate the results but
the conclusions drawn from them will differ from one case study to the next.
4.4.1 Battery Sizing
Test data is used to showcase the functionality of the tool and to show what results can be
obtained. For this example, the fluctuation mitigation tool is implemented using weather
data from Stellenbosch University’s Sonbesie weather station. The data of interest is the
incident irradiance data and it is scaled and used as PV output data. This can be done
because irradiance data is related directly to the fluctuating output of PV power plants
[78–80]. The data is used as PV output power measured in watts and is scaled to represent
a 5 kW PV installation. Scaling is done by using the PV area module efficiency
It was decided to vary the inverse characteristic constant (γ) and the ramp-rate adjustment
constant (RRadj) and determine how this affects the required battery size. In Figure
4.10, it can be seen that the energy requirement reduces with the increase in the RRadj
parameter. This is expected since the degree of damping reduces.
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Figure 4.10: Maximum energy requirement.
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Rearranging the data of Figure 4.10, it is seen that γ has no real effect on the required
energy at the larger RRadj. However, with the smaller RRadj parameters, it is found that
the required energy increases with γ.
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Figure 4.11: Minimum energy requirement.
Figure 4.12 shows the total energy-throughput required by the batteries at a given RRadj
value. It can be seen that the energy throughput reduces with higher values of RRadj.
This is to be expected since more damping occurs with lower RRadj values. Higher energy-
throughput will cause faster degradation of the SOH of the battery.
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Figure 4.12: Total BESS energy throughput.
In Figure 4.13, there is no significant difference between the minimum power requirements
of various γ constants and RRadj constants. However, it can be seen that the power
requirements starts to decline from the 12 %-mark. This is expected since the degree of
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damping reduces. However, small variations between the 1 %- and 8 %-mark are noticed.
This depends on the fluctuations of the PV output profile and should not be assumed as
fact. Depending on the user-required ramp-rate limit, the minimum power requirements
for the BESS can be specified accordingly.
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Figure 4.13: Maximum power requirement.
Since the PV installation is specified as a 5 kW system, the minimum BESS power
requirement can be selected as a percentage of the peak PV installation size. Referring
to the maximum power value in Figure 4.13 taken at the 1%-mark, and equation (4.14),
the maximum BESS power requirement is calculated to be 3.04 kW. It is calculated using
a PCU efficiency of 90%. This translates to a power requirement of 60% of the total
PV installation. Similarly, the results from Figure 4.10 are compared to the maximum
energy production of the PV installation, which is 29.5 kWh. This value is obtained by
identifying the day in the year with the maximum energy production. This gives the
required battery energy as a percentage of the maximum PV capacity installed and is
illustrated in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Battery energy requirement as a percentage of maximum installed PV capacity.
Again, a PCU efficiency of 90% is used for both the lithium and lead-acid systems. Lithium
batteries are less affected by high DODs [18], thus the minimum SOC is set to 10%. For
lead-acid batteries on the other hand, it is set to have a minimum SOC of 40% and both
systems will be allowed a maximum SOC of 100%. Since γ did not affect the energy
requirement as much as RRadj, the maximum value from each of the RRadj simulations
is used as the representing minimum energy requirement. Since lithium and lead-acid
chemistries operate under different optimal DODs, their required capacities differ for the
same application.
Applying the system constraints using equation (4.16) on the requirements in Figure 4.14,
the recommended BESS capacity for each of the battery chemistries can be examined in
Figure 4.15. It is noticed that the required capacity for lead-acid is nearly double that
of the energy required for the damping of the PV inverter output. The lithium system
is specified between 17-26% higher than the required energy for smoothing. The lead-
acid capacity requirement is also about 50 % higher than the lithium battery capacity.
It is important to note that the resulting BESS requirements differ based on the PCU
specifications and the manufacturer’s recommended battery operating conditions.
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Figure 4.15: BESS energy requirements as a percentage of maximum installed PV capacity.
4.4.2 Battery Performance and Selection
Since the required BESS size is known, a choice must be made regarding which bat-
tery type to choose. Lithium-ion (LiFePO4) and lead-acid (PbSO4) batteries are being
considered in this case. Using the SOH tool in Section 2.7, the performance of the two
battery types can be compared. The performance of each battery is tested based on the
recommended battery size in the previous section with its correlating RRadj parameter.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the results of the SOH performance tests where both battery
chemistries are operated at 25◦C. It can be seen that the battery performance decreases
with the increase in the RRadj parameter. This can be explained by comparing Figures
4.11 and 4.12. The maximum required energy increases at a higher rate than the energy-
throughput when RRadj lowers; thus, the BESS has higher specifications at a lower RRadj
for the respective energy-throughput profiles.
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Figure 4.16: Estimated battery SOH after one year of fluctuation mitigation.
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Choosing the battery type is not as simple as choosing the best battery technology. It
is common knowledge that lithium has impressive characteristics such as its high energy
density and low self-discharge. However, lithium technologies are more expensive.
From Figure 4.16, it is clear that the degradation on a lead-acid battery is much higher
than that on the lithium battery. Looking at the application of the BESS in this case, one
has to consider the costs and the required life time of the battery. The typical utility scale
PV power plant is designed for a lifetime of approximately 20 years. Considering that
lead-acid batteries have a calendar life of 3-6 years and lithium 5-10 years [18], one would
have to consider the number of times that the batteries will need replacement during the
lifetime of the plant. As discussed before, manufacturers usually recommend a lower DOD
for lead-acid storage systems. This is done to prevent accelerated degradation but results
in higher costs due to more batteries being required to deliver the same amount of energy
as the lithium technology.
Based on recent studies such as Lizard’s Levelised Cost of Storage in 2016 [81] and 2015
[82], the levelised cost of lithium batteries is considerably lower than lead acid for applica-
tions such as PV integration, transmission systems, distribution substations, distribution
feeders and frequency regulation. Also, with recent news with regard to the joint effort of
big companies like Tesla and Panasonic, the cost of lithium battery production will be-
come even more competitive [83]. Therefore that lithium batteries, the LiFePO4 battery
in this case, will be the recommended choice.
4.5 Conclusion
The intermittent nature of PV power outputs is becoming an increasing concern as pen-
etration on the grid increases. In this chapter, investigation of different PV fluctuation
mitigation is described. The inverter ramp-rate approach is chosen for its superior battery
utilisation and then implemented in the form of a Python script. The script uses the out-
put profiles from the PV power plants as its input and applies the fluctuation mitigation
method. It provides the inverter output profile and the battery profile as outputs for
further analysis.
The method is tested at different degrees of damping and how this affects the sizing
of batteries with regards to peak power and energy is investigated. It was found, with
regards to the specific test case, that the peak power remained mostly unchanged for the
various degrees of damping. However, higher degrees of damping, specifically the ramp-
rate adjustment parameter, caused an increase in the energy requirement. At the lower
ramp-rate adjust parameters, the energy requirement increases with an increased inverse
characteristic constant. The overall energy-throughput was also investigated and it was
found that higher damping causes higher energy-throughput.
Two battery systems are sized based on the peak power and energy requirements. Two
different chemistries are used and the BESS is sized such that each chemistry is used
optimally. Knowing that the energy-throughput causes battery degradation, the two
systems are tested for each of the different degrees of damping. It was found that there
is a decline in performance of the BESS as the damping decreases. This is because the
battery requirements reduce more than the energy-throughput with decreased damping.
The SOH performance test showed that the lithium chemistry is superior even when the
lead-acid chemistry is sized for a lower DOD. Based on studies on the levelised cost of
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storage, lithium batteries are the more cost-effective choice for fluctuation mitigation.
The tool proves very useful not only for determining the required BESS specifications but
also to determine the characteristics of the ramp-rate model on certain data sets and how
these influence the BESS.
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Network Strengthening
The world is pushing for the adoption of renewable energy sources to service the need
for more energy [84–86]. Renewable technologies, like most new technologies, experience
challenges. The intermittent nature of renewable energy sources is one of the main chal-
lenges that energy providers are faced with owing to renewable energy’s dynamic nature
being reflected in the electric network [87, 88], particularly in weaker networks.
Renewable energy sources bring a variety of challenges, however, the focus of this chapter
is on the connectivity of photovoltaic (PV) power plants, to weak electrical networks whilst
maintaining grid code compliance. PV power plants tend to be located in areas where
irradiance is at its maximum. In South Africa, the majority of utility scale PV power
plants are located at remote locations closer to small towns in the warm countryside of the
Northern Cape [89]. A radial network layout with longer transmission lines characterises
the power grids in these areas. The combination of industrial, commercial and residential
loads in these networks leads to higher resistance to reactance ratios, which results in
weaker networks [10].
The high impedance nature of weak networks can result in unstable voltage levels when
a sudden loss in generation occurs. The loss can occur due to passing cloud cover or
due to a fault condition. PV power producers cannot get approval, from the network
service provider to connect to the electric grid if their proposal cannot guarantee grid
operation under all conditions [90]. On-load tap changing (OLTC) transformers allow
for the adjustment of voltages whilst under load. This allows the grid to operate within
specified voltage limitations. The problem, however, is that OLTC transformers are set up
to have an intentional delay before changing taps [91–93]. This delay avoids unnecessary
tap changes when fluctuations of shorter durations occur. An example is the high start-up
current of motors on the network.
A solution is proposed in which an energy storage system is used to provide support during
the intentional delay of the OLTC transformer in order to maintain grid code compliance.
Grid code compliance refers to the ability of power producers, connected to the public
electric network, to remain within the technical specifications of the national grid code.
This code defines the parameters and constraints which a connected facility needs to meet
in order to ensure a safe and secure electrical grid. To maximise the RPP installation
capacity on a weak grid, an battery energy storage system (BESS) is proposed to ensure
grid code compliance. The latest grid connection code for RPPs [90] in South Africa (SA),
version 2.9 at the time of writing, will be used in this thesis.
In this chapter, there is a description of the investigation into the modelling of a weak
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electric network. The characteristics that define a network are identified and explained as
well as the roles of the active and reactive power in the network. The renewable energy
grid codes relevant to this study are discussed. A brief overview is given of transformers as
well as the software tool used to simulate the problem. The network problem is evaluated
and followed by a solution where the various applied controllers are discussed.
5.1 AC Network Fundamentals
The AC network is characterised by its resistance, inductance and capacitance. In this
section these components and what they mean for the network, are discussed.
5.1.1 AC Resistance
Figure 5.1 represents a pure resistive circuit and the closing of switch S causes the voltage
to be applied over R. The current starts to flow through the resistor in a sinusoidal
waveform following the rise and fall of the voltage in perfect phase as illustrated by
Figure 5.2. However, the higher this resistance; the lower the amount of current which
can flow through it. [94]
V (t)
I(t) S
R
Figure 5.1: Pure resistance representation.
0 90 180 270 360
Θ(ωt)
0
VL = V · sin(ωt)
IL = I · sin(ωt)
Figure 5.2: Voltage and current representation for pure resistance.
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5.1.2 AC Inductance
Figure 5.3 represents a pure inductive circuit and the change in current causes a magnetic
field to be induced in the coil of the inductor (labelled L). Since the voltage source is AC,
the polarity of the voltage changes which causes the current to change direction before
it can reach its maximum possible value. The change in direction gets delayed by the
self-induced back electromotive force in the coil. Thus the current gets delayed by 90◦ as
illustrated by Figure 5.4. [94] As the inductance increases, the rate of change in current
decreases; leading to decreased amplitude of the current. This can be in equations 5.1
and 5.2 as below:
V = L
dI
dt
(5.1)
Rewriting equation (5.1) in terms if I:
I =
1
L
∫
VL(t) dt (5.2)
V (t)
I(t)
L
Figure 5.3: Pure inductance representation.
0 90 180 270 360
Θ(ωt)
0
VL = V · sin(ωt + 90◦)
IL = I · sin(ωt)
Figure 5.4: Voltage and current representation for pure inductance.
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5.1.3 AC Capacitance
Figure 5.5 represents a pure capacitive circuit. The closing of switch S causes a high
current to flow when the voltage is at its maximum rate of change, at zero crossing, as
illustrated by Figure 5.6. High current occurs because there is no charge on the plates.
The change in voltage slows down as it approaches its maximum value at 90◦. At this
moment, the current flow stops briefly and, passing this point, the current discharges in
the opposite direction in an effort to maintain a constant voltage. This occurs since the
voltage is reducing and the change in voltage is increasing. This is all illustrated in Figure
5.6. It can be examined how the voltage reaches its maximum a quarter of a cycle after
the current reaches its maximum; thus voltage applied to a purely capacitive circuit lags
the current by 90◦. [94] An increase in the capacitance causes an increase in the amplitude
of the current. This can be examined from equation 5.3.
I = C
dV
dt
(5.3)
V (t)
I(t) S
C
Figure 5.5: Pure capacitance representation
0 90 180 270 360
Θ(ωt)
0
VL = V · sin(ωt)
IL = I · sin(ωt + 90◦)
Zero crossing
Figure 5.6: Voltage and current representation for pure capacitance.
In summary, a higher resistance in an electric network restricts current, a higher induc-
tance causes a delayed and lower current and higher capacitance causes a delayed voltage
and higher currents. Typically, all these characteristics should be kept at a minimum.
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5.2 Network Modelling
A network model is created to serve as a foundation on which the solution can be built.
Since the transmission network will be simulated in DIgSILENT PowerFactory (DPF),
it is important to study how the various networks can be represented to simplify the
modelling process even further. Duncan et al. [94] show that transmission networks of
different sizes can be conveniently approximated by equivalent circuit models. These
transmission networks are typically divided into short, medium and long transmission
lines and are represented as a two-port network as illustrated by Figure 5.7.
Two-port
network
VS VR
IS IR
Figure 5.7: Two-port network.
VS and IS are the sending-end voltage and current and VR and IR the receiving end voltage
and current. The relationship between these voltages and currents can be expressing by
the following equations:
VS = A · VR +B · IR [V] (5.4)
IS = C · VR +D · IR [A] (5.5)
This can also be represented in matrix format:[
VS
IS
]
=
[
A B
C D
] [
VR
IR
]
(5.6)
where A, B, C and D are parameters which represent the transmission line characteris-
tics. These characteristics depend on transmission line constants such as resistance (R),
inductance (L), capacitance (C) and shunt conductance (G) and will be discussed in the
sections to follow.
5.2.1 Short Line Approximation
Short transmission lines typically have a length, `, below 80 km for an overhead lines and
the shunt admittance is neglected [95]. These assumptions can be applied to single phase
lines as well as three-phase lines which operate under balanced conditions. The equivalent
circuit for a short transmission line is illustrated by Figure 5.8. [94]. Applying Kirchhoff’s
voltage and current laws, the equations of this model are:
VS = VR + Z · IR (5.7)
IS = IR (5.8)
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or in matrix format: [
VS
IS
]
=
[
1 Z
0 1
] [
VR
IR
]
(5.9)
where Z = (R + jωL)` is the series impedance for the length of transmission line.
IS
R L IR
+
−
VR
+
−
VS
Figure 5.8: Short transmission line model.
5.2.2 Medium Line Approximation
Medium transmission lines are typically between 80 to 250 km in length [95]. The trans-
mission lines are modelled such that the total shunt admittance is lumped and split in
half with a half at each end of the line. This model is called the nominal pi circuit and
is illustrated in Figure 5.9. Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws, the equations
for this model are:
VS =
(
1 +
Y Z
2
)
VR + ZIR (5.10)
IS = Y
(
1 +
Y Z
4
)
VR +
(
1 +
Y Z
2
)
IR (5.11)
or in matrix format:
[
VS
IS
]
=
[ (
1 + Y Z
2
)
Z
Y
(
1 + Y Z
4
) (
1 + Y Z
2
)] [VR
IR
]
(5.12)
where Y = (G+ jωC)` is the shunt admittance for the length of transmission line.
IS
R L IR
+
−
VR
+
−
VS
Y
2
Y
2
Figure 5.9: Nominal pi circuit.
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5.3 Grid Characteristics
The strength of the grid is its ability to maintain voltage stability [96]. A model is required
that represents a weak electric grid; a grid with voltage instability. It is important to
understand how a weak grid is defined in order to understand and model the problem.
This model will represent the problem statement and serve as a platform on which the
solution can be built.
Figure 5.10 is a simple representation of a PV power plant connected to an electric grid.
The connection between the two is characterised by the impedance (Z) and total shunt
admittance (Y ) between them. The impedance consists of two respective parts: the
resistive (R) component and the inductive (X) component. The magnitude of and the
ratio between these components inevitably define the characteristic strength of the grid.
The magnitude and ratio are represented by the short-circuit ratio (SCR) and the X/R-
ratio, respectively [96–99]. The shunt admittance is composed of a capacitive (C) and
conductive (G) component. The conductive component is usually neglected since it is a
very small component of the shunt admittance [94].
GRID
R jX
PVY2
Y
2
Figure 5.10: Simple grid connected PV example.
5.3.1 Short-Circuit Ratio
The SCR can be defined as the AC system admittance expressed in per unit of the DC
power. Gavrilovic states that the SCR can be accepted as an approximation of the grid
strength [96]. According to Etxegarai et al. [99], a weak grid is characterised by its low
short-circuit power, high grid impedance, low mechanical inertia and lack of spinning
reserves. Typically, there is a point of common coupling (PCC) where the power plant
connects into the national grid and when viewing the grid from this point, it can be
evaluated by its short-circuit power. The short-circuit power can be represented by what
is called the grid stiffness index; also known as the short-circuit ratio.
According to Etxegarai et al. and Grunau et al., a grid is typically considered strong
when the SCR is above 20 to 25 and it is considered weak when the SCR is below 6 to
10 [97–99]. The short circuit ratio is expressed by the following expression:
SCR =
SSC
SPV
(5.13)
where SSC is the full short-circuit power to ground as seen by the PCC and SPV is the
rated PV power from the installed capacity. Since the electric grid is being modelled
using a Thevenin equivalent circuit, the parameters of the grid need to be determined
theoretically. The short circuit power is calculated as follows:
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SSC =
U2PCC
Zweak
(5.14)
where UPCC is the voltage at the point of common coupling and Zweak is the grid
impedance but in this case, a weak grid. Combining equation 5.13 and 5.14, the short-
circuit ratio can be represented by the following expression:
SCR =
U2PCC
Zweak · SPV (5.15)
5.3.2 X/R-Ratio
In the context of an electrical grid, the AC circuit representing the grid consists of an
inductive and a resistive part as illustrated by Figure 5.10. The X/R-ratio is the ratio
between the inductive component and the resistive component. It is considered weak
when it is of ohmic character (i.e. when it has an X/R-ratio of less than 1) [97]. The
X/R-ratio is represented by the following equation:
ratio =
X
R
(5.16)
For the purpose of this thesis, Zgrid will represent the grid impedance as seen from the
PCC. The two above-mentioned components make up the grid impedance as follows:
Zgrid = R + jX (5.17)
From the grid X/R-ratio (xrr) and the grid impedance, one can calculate the respective
inductive and resistive parts using the following equations:
X =
|Z|√
1 + ( 1
xrr
)2
(5.18)
R =
|Z|√
1 + xrr2
(5.19)
5.4 Active and Reactive Power
The AC network consists of two kinds of power: active power (P) and reactive power (Q).
Active power is measured in Watts (W ) whilst reactive power is measured in volt-ampere
reactive (V Ar). The two types of power form part of a triangle and together make the
apparent power (S), measured in volt-ampere (V A), as illustrated in Figure 5.11.
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Active Power, P = VI cos(Φ) 
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Figure 5.11: Power Triangle.
The relationship between the different types of power can be represented, through the use
of Pythagoras, by the following expression:
S =
√
P 2 +Q2, (5.20)
or by the power angle (Φ) and power factor as follows:
Power Factor (PF) =
Active Power (P)
Apparent Power (S)
= cos(Φ) (5.21)
Active power is produced by PV in this thesis and consumed by the resistive parts in
circuits. Appliances such as heaters, irons, kettles and filament bulbs, where the reactance
is practically zero, consume only active power. In these types of circuits, the voltage and
current are in-phase.
Reactive power is the part of electricity that helps establish and sustain the electric and
magnetic fields required by AC equipment such as motors, generators and transformers.
Reactive power consumes capacity on transmission lines but it can be applied such that
it assists in regulating the voltage levels which helps with the transportation of power
through the network. Reactive power is usually used to lift voltage levels in cases where
there is not enough active power available.
The national grid code constrains large power producers and consumers by a power factor
in an effort to reduce the capacity that the reactive power consumes on the network and
increase system efficiency. Power producers can also be asked to assist with reactive power
control. Industrial customers typically use large 3-phase motors with widely different
power factors which can lead to reactive power charges. These charges can be avoided by
installing power factor correction capacitors or a static-var compensator. For the purpose
of this thesis, active power support will be considered, by means of a battery storage
system, because reactive power consumes network capacity and is limited by the network
service provider.
5.5 National Renewable Grid Codes
The aim of the researcher is to use and size batteries to provide active power support at
the PCC such that stable voltages are maintained. The national renewable grid codes
stipulates these voltage constraints under normal and abnormal operating conditions [90].
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To ensure stable gird operations the BESS needs to be applied in such a way that the
PCC adheres to the voltage constraints.
5.5.1 Categorisation of Renewable Power Plants
Section 3 of the grid code divides renewable power plants (RPP) into three categories for
installation: category A, category B and category C installations. Category A is divided
into three sub categories:
• Category A1: 0 - 13.8 kVA
• Category A2: 13.8 kVA - 100 kVA
• Catagory A3: 100 kVA - 1 MVA
Category B ranges from a 1 MVA to a 20 MVA installation and Category C installations
are 20 MVA and larger installations. For the purpose of this thesis, the Category C RPP
installations will be considered.
5.5.2 Normal Operating Conditions
According to the grid code, a Category C RPP should be designed to operate continuously
within the PCC voltage range as specified by Umin and Umax in Table 5.1. The grid
code also states that the actual operating voltages can differ from location to location
and that the network service provider will consult with affected customers.
Table 5.1: Minimum and maximum operating voltages at PCC. [90]
Nominal (Un) [kV] Umin Umax
132 0.90 1.0985
88 0.90 1.0985
66 0.90 1.0985
44 0.90 1.08
33 0.90 1.08
22 0.90 1.08
11 0.90 1.08
5.5.3 Abnormal Operating Conditions
According to Section 5.2 of the grid code under abnormal operating conditions, the RPP
should be designed to withstand sudden phase jumps of up to 20◦ at the PCC without
disconnecting or reducing its output. Under fault conditions, the renewable energy power
plant should be capable of the voltage ride-through as shown in Figure 5.12. It should
withstand voltage peaks up to 120 % of the nominal voltage for a maximum period of
2 seconds and it should also withstand voltage dips up to 0 % for a maximum of 0.15
seconds.
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Figure 5.12: Voltage Ride through Capability for the RPPs. [90]
As can be seen in Figure 5.12, there are various operating areas that range from area A to
D that apply to abnormal operating conditions. Section 5.2.1 in the grid code describes
the operational instructions for these areas as follows:
• Area A: RPPs should stay connected and uphold normal operating conditions.
• Area B: RPPs should provide maximum voltage support by providing controlled
amounts of reactive current in order to assist in stabilising the voltage. Also,
inverter-driven RPPs must be able to disable reactive current support at the re-
quest of the system or network operators.
• Area C: When the PCC voltage transitions into this area, RPPs are allowed to
disconnect.
• Area D: RPPs should stay connected and provide maximum voltage support by
absorbing controlled amounts of reactive current to help stabilise the voltage.
5.5.4 Active Power Curtailment
Active power curtailment refers to the reduction of power at the demand of the network
service provider. According to Section 6.1 of the grid code, RPPs will provide mandatory
active power reduction during high frequency operations in order to stabilise the frequency.
Section 11 of the grid code states that the network service provider will curtail the active
power of RPPs if necessary. Section 11 of the grid code also states that the generators
of RPPs should be capable of operating at reduced power levels if the command for
curtailment is given.
A sudden loss of generation on a weak network can cause a voltage drop on the PCC bus
which in turn causes a voltage drop across the grid bus. Consequently, the fault conditions
on a PV power plant can lead to unstable network operation. The addition of a BESS
could ensure compliant network operation.
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5.6 On-Load Tap Changing Transformers
A transformer is a power system device that connects different voltage levels with one
another. It serves as a link between the power generators and the transmission lines and a
link between lines of different voltage levels. Transmission lines usually operate at higher
voltages of up to 765 kV line-to-line. Generators, on the other hand, usually operate in the
range of 18 to 24 kV. Transformers are also used to step the voltage down to residential
levels of 240 V.
The on-load tap changer is an internal mechanism that allows transformers to select
between different turn ratios by adding to or subtracting from the primary or secondary
windings. Tap changers are found especially in high-voltage transformers and the different
ratios are selected in discrete steps [100]. The changing of taps is based on the "make
before break" contact concept because the momentary loss of load is unacceptable. This
change occurs by connecting the tap winding to a fixed potential by a fixed ohmic resistor
during the changeover operation.
There are several different tap winding connections and Figure 5.13 illustrates some basic
examples. Linear sectors are typically used in power transformers which have moderate
regulating ranges of up to 20 %. The changed taps are added or subtracted in series with
the main windings. [101]
The single reversing change-over selector adds/subtracts tap windings to/from the main
winding. This configuration is used to double the regulating range or to reduce the number
of taps. During the change-over operation, the tap windings have to disconnect from the
main windings which can cause recovering voltages to reach critical levels. This causes
inadmissible discharges in the change-over selector. Also, the copper losses for the selector
are at their highest with the minimum number of effective turns. [101]
In order to avoid disconnection during tap changes, the double reversing change-over
selector uses an advance-retard switch (ARS). The coarse change-over selector suffers
from the same recovering voltage problem during its coarse selector operation but its
copper losses are at a minimum with the lowest number of effective turns. [101]
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Figure 5.13: Tap winding connections. [101]
The different tap-changer implementations have various tap chaning times and voltage
step sizes. The type of tap-changer used influences the BESS size because it will determine
how much energy the BESS will need to discharge while the transformers restores stable
operating voltages. Thus, if possible, the transformer should be selected to compliment
the BESS.
5.7 DIgSILENT PowerFactory
DPF is a software simulation tool with great modelling and data handling capabilities that
caters for most of the needs required for power system analysis. This software package is
considered to be an industry standard simulation tool. The software package consists of
a comprehensive library of model and power system components. It also allows users to
create customised models and control systems. This can all be done within a graphic user
interface which allows for the creation of powerful network diagrams and the plotting of
dynamic time-based results. The Stability Analysis Functions (RMS) simulations paired
with the software’s graphing capabilities allow for a very powerful simulation tool that
satisfies the needs of simulating weak networks for this thesis. The RMS simulation
is typically used for the voltage stability analysis when considering the effects of load
variations, tap-changer control and reactive power limits.
5.8 Network Evaluation
Currently, the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme
(REIPPPP) determines that utility scale PV power plants in South Africa may not exceed
the capacity of 75 MW. Commercial power producers tend to install larger capacities in
order to reduce the cost per kWh generated. It is; thus, necessary to evaluate how weak
network characteristics can restrict the installation capacity. It is important to note that
the specifications of the networks and the power plants involved change based on location
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and design. The evaluation described in this chapter is for a single case only. The purpose
is to demonstrate the process.
5.8.1 Network Model
A network model is required to represent the case of a PV power plant connected to a weak
grid. The model that is implemented is based on a DPF model used by a company which
designs and commissions PV power plants and it is illustrated in Figure 5.14. The grid is
modelled using an AC voltage source and a network impedance block that connects to the
grid bus through an OLTC transformer. The grid bus is connected to the PCC through
a transmission line. The transmission line is modelled using a simple network impedance
block. The PCC represents the substation where the PV power plant is connected. The
PV power plant is also connected to the PCC through an OLTC transformer.
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Figure 5.14: PowerFactory implemented network model.
5.8.2 PV Power Plant Model
The PV power plant model is illustrated in Figure 5.15. Starting from the right the
total PV array is represented by the DPF PV system module and it is connected to a
22/0.36 kV step-up transformer. An internal cable from the PV power plant connects the
PV step-up transformer to the substation transformer at the PCC. Capacitor banks are
located at the substation as specified by ESKOM. These capacitor banks are disabled for
this test case. The substation transfor er steps the voltage up from 22 kV to 132 kV
where it connects with the transmission line.
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Figure 5.15: PV power plant model.
A control system is developed for the PV module in DPF to control the output power
of the PV array to simulate a dynamic power output as illustrated by Figure 5.16. The
control system can be set up to have certain number of power targets. The example in
Figure 5.16 has three power targets, and a ramp-time can be set for each of these power
targets. These ramp-times are the time it takes to linearly ramp the power up and down
from the previous power target to the target power point.
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p
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tRR1 tRR2 tRR3
Figure 5.16: PV output control example.
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Table 5.2 illustrates the user adjustable parameters for the control system in DPF. This
specific case has three power targets but users are free to edit the control to add or remove
power targets as required.
Table 5.2: Example of DPF PV power output controller parameters.
Parameter Value Unit
Ramp time - 1 30 s
Ramp time - 2 25 s
Ramp time - 3 35 s
Power target - 1 0.50 p.u.
Power target - 2 0.75 p.u.
Power target - 3 0.30 p.u.
5.8.3 Grid OLTC Transformer
An on-load tap changer is an internal mechanism which enables a transformer to change
the ratio of its windings in order to achieve a range of different voltage ratios. The adding
or subtracting of turns can be either on the high- or low-voltage side. OLTCs can take
between 3 - 10 seconds, depending on the transformer design, to change taps [101].
The grid OLTC transformer is the transformer of importance for this case study since
it will work in conjunction with the BESS to solve the problem of voltage instability.
The PCC transformer also has an OLTC that can further improve the range of voltage
support. For simplicity in this case study, its OLTC is fixed at a certain tap.
A standard 2-winding transformer module from the DPF library is used and is combined
with an OLTC transformer controller provided in the DPF forums. The transformer has
nine tap positions and has a linear selector. The controller has one input and one output
and it is modified to include the intentional delay. Figure 5.17 is a diagram illustrating the
OLTC control. The input reads the voltage level at a particular bus and checks whether
it is within the allowed voltage range. Once the voltage is outside the dead-band, the
intentional delay timer is initiated while the monitoring of the voltage continues. If the
voltage is restored to stable levels, the delay timer resets. If the delay timer’s value
is reached, the controller signals the transformer for a tap increase or decrease. The
function which signals the BESS (represented by the dotted block) will be discussed in
Section 5.9.1.1 because it is part of the solution. A representation of the controller in
action can be seen in Figure 5.18 where load is added to and subtracted from a bus.
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Figure 5.17: OLTC Controller.
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Figure 5.18: OLTC controller in action.
5.8.4 Weak Grid Characteristics
With the network model set up, the parameters defining the characteristics of the weak
grid need to be determined in order to implement them in DPF. The magnitudes of these
parameters will differ on a case to case basis. In this section, how the parameters for this
case are calculated will be demonstrated.
The case currently being looked at has the following characteristics:
• SCR of 4.5 as seen from the PCC (less than 6 to 10 is considered weak)
• X/R-ratio for Zgrid of 0.5 (less than 1 is considered weak)
• Grid frequency: 50 Hz
The SCR and X/R-ratio are chosen such that the grid is strong enough to allow for the
power loss condition of a 50 MW PV power plant but not for larger installed capaci-
ties. Using the information mentioned above, the grid parameters are calculated in the
subsections that follow.
5.8.4.1 Per Unit Transmission Line Parameters
The cable parameters vary based on the cable used at a particular location. For this
network model, the cable specification from a thesis by A. Gelieva [96] is used and can be
examined in Table 5.3. The per unit values are calculated based on the method used by
P. Kundur [95].
Table 5.3: Transmission line specifications.
Type Imax,
A
R,
Ω/km
X,
Ω/km
C,
µF/km
`,
km
132 kV land cable, Al 600 0.02 0.2 0.25 50
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As explained in Section 5.2.1, in the case of a short transmission line, shunt admittance
can be neglected; thus, it is not calculated. Following the sequence of calculations below,
the transmission line impedance can be calculated as follows:
Base impedance:
Zbase =
Vrated
Irated
= 220Ω
Per unit values:
XL.pu =
XL · `
Zbase
= 0.0455 p.u.
Rpu =
R · `
Zbase
= 0.0045 p.u.
Transmission line impedance:
ZTL =
√
R2pu +X
2
L.pu = 0.0457 p.u.
5.8.4.2 Per Unit Grid Parameters
The SCR, as seen by the PCC looking into the grid, is 4.5. This determines the total
impedance at the PCC looking into the grid. In order to determine the grid impedance
parameters, the transmission line impedance needs to be deduced as it makes up part of
the total impedance as seen by the PCC looking into the grid. The grid impedance is
then divided into its respective parameters using the X/R-ratio of 0.5. One could just
use the total impedance but separating the grid parameters from the transmission line
parameter allows for more customisable simulations.
Impedance as seen by PCC looking into the grid:
Rewriting equation (5.15), the impedance seen by the PCC looking into the grid can be
calculated as follows:
ZPCC =
U2PCC
SCR · SPV = 0.2 p.u.
Deduct transmission line impedance:
Zgrid = ZPCC − ZTL = 0.1765 p.u.
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Inductive and ohmic parameters:
From equation (5.18) and (5.19):
X =
|Z|√
1 + ( 1
xrr
)2
= 0.079 p.u.
R =
|Z|√
1 + xrr2
= 0.158 p.u.
5.8.5 Grid Code Compliant 50 MW Case
The network parameters are chosen such that a case is created where a 50 MW PV
installation can maintain voltage compliance at the PCC during a fault condition such
as a short-circuit. During this fault condition, a sudden power loss occurs. A 49 MW
load is introduced onto the grid bus to simulate a real world power draw from the PV
power plant. The load and PV power production are kept at constant maximum values.
This is done to simulate a worst case scenario for a sudden power or load loss. During
these operating conditions, the OLTC transformer is operating at its rated tap position
(position 0).
DPF is set to do an RMS simulation for a duration of 150 seconds. During this time, the
PV power plant is operated at a steady-state power level of 50 MW. A power loss event
is set to trigger at the 20-second mark. The simulation is set to a maximum time-step
of 0.01 seconds. Figure 5.19 illustrates the simulation where gradual power loss occurs
due to an event such as passing cloud cover. The passing cloud cover causes a change in
irradiance which causes a fluctuating power output. A gradual decline in power occurs as
the clouds move over the PV array. A sudden spike in the power output can be observed
that typically represents a sudden increase in irradiance caused by light passing through
spaces between the clouds. The figure also illustrates how the OLTC transformer waits
as it assesses the voltage level and then adjusts it towards a preferred dead-band voltage
level. The PV power output is represented as a per unit value of the maximum 50MW
output. This simulation illustrates the OLTC transformer control.
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Figure 5.19: PCC bus voltage control using OLTC transformer.
Figure 5.20 illustrates a simulation where a sudden power loss occurs at the PV power
plant. At the 20-second mark, one can see that the bus voltage does not drop below
the minimum allowed limit of 0.9 p.u. After 30 seconds of assessment time, the OLTC
transformer adjusts its taps to improve the voltage levels. On this particular weak network
and based on these results, utility power producers will only be allowed about 50 MW of
PV installation.
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Figure 5.20: PCC bus voltage during sudden generation loss.
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It is important to note that an immediate drop in voltage, as shown above, is not always
to be expected since PV power plants can be connected at points on the network where
generators with inertia exist. The inertia usually slows down the rate at which voltage
drop occurs but the representation of the voltage level is still accurate.
5.8.6 Unstable 75 MW Case
The PV installation is increased to 75 MW with an increased load of 74 MW. 1 MW
is assumed as losses for the system and network. The network parameters are kept
the same. Figure 5.21 illustrates this sudden loss of generation and it is noticed that
the voltage levels drop below the required operating voltages of 0.9 p.u. After the 30-
second intentional transformer delay, the first tap change occurs. The OLTC is capable of
completely restoring the voltage to an acceptable level but not quickly enough to prevent
operating conditions outside those specified in the grid code. Furthermore, the capacitor
banks installed at the substation can provide further voltage support if required. These
are not used in this study as the aim is to provide all the required support with the BESS
because it provides a return on investment in terms of energy delivered.
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Figure 5.21: PCC bus voltage during sudden generation loss.
RPPs have agreements with the network service provider, ESKOM, according to which
they are remunerated for each unit of energy delivered. Sometimes unstable network
operations can occur which are out of the RPP’s control such as the sudden loss of load
on a weak network. In a case such as this, a sudden voltage rise can occur leading to
unstable operating conditions. RPPs in the PV industry tend to operate inverters near the
rated specifications; thus there is no spare capacity in the inverters to absorb the required
reactive power to lower the voltage levels. RPPs are required to curtail the active power
delivery in order to assist in stabilising the grid. The inverters will have to curtail the PV
power within the required time of two seconds in order to restore the voltage within the
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normal operating range of 1.0985 p.u. Figure 5.22 illustrates the simulation of a sudden
load loss on this particular network representation.
Installing a BESS can allow the RPP to absorb some, if not all, of the active power which
needs to be curtailed. Since RPPs are compensated for the energy lost during curtailment,
the BESS energy can be discharged at a later stage to provide even more energy.
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Figure 5.22: PCC bus voltage during sudden load loss on weak network.
5.9 Network Solution
A solution is proposed where a BESS provides the needed active power to address the
voltage jumps when a sudden loss of generation is experienced. The solution includes bat-
tery storage paired with an OLTC transformer. During a power loss event, the intentional
delay in the OLTC transformer prevents the transformer from rectifying the voltage fast
enough to return to normal operating conditions. The intention with the solution is to
provide active power during the intentional delay of the OLTC, maintaining the voltage
at the PCC within the normal operating condition specified in the grid code. As the
OLTC transformer restores the voltage to a more appropriate value, the BESS ramps
down, withdrawing active power support.
5.9.1 System Control Model
The control system illustrated in Figure 5.23 describes the interaction between the con-
trollers and the network components. The voltage of the grid bus is monitored by the
OLTC transformer controller whilst the BESS controller monitors the PCC for abnormal
voltage conditions. The BESS is placed at the PCC because, according to the constraints
in the renewable grid code, utilities need to concern themselves with the required the
voltage levels at the PCC.
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If a voltage drop or rise occurs, the OLTC controller will assess the voltage levels before
instructing the transformer to adjust its taps. In the case of an extreme voltage drop,
where the voltage levels reach abnormal operating conditions, the BESS controller will
initialise the BESS. The BESS supplies energy as long as it possibly can or until the OLTC
controller signals the BESS controller that acceptable voltage levels have been reached.
At this point the BESS will start ramping down.
Grid
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Energy
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Tap
Power
Start
PCC
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Readings Controllers Hardware
Figure 5.23: Control system interaction with grid components.
5.9.1.1 OLTC Transformer Controller
The standard OLTC transformer controller is modified to have a second output. The
second output is the communication line between the OLTC controller and the BESS
controller. The OLTC controller has to signal the BESS controller to indicate when the
ramp-down sequence can be initiated. The BESS controller responds with a reset signal
once the ramping sequence has ended.
The OLTC controller has 6 adjustable parameters and can be seen in Table 5.4. These
parameters are the actual parameters used for the simulation cases. In a study by Sichwart
et al. [100] it is suggested that the first tap change take 30 seconds to complete due to an
intentional delay. The tap change delay can be anything between 3 - 10 seconds based on
the transformer design. For this test case, a 5-second delay is chosen based on the study
by Sichwart [100]. The assessment delay parameter refers to the intentional delay which
the OLTC uses to determine whether the adjustment of taps will be required [91, 92, 101].
The maximum and minimum allowed voltages refers to the range in which the OLTC will
not change taps. If the voltage deviates outside these limits, the controller will commence
its assessment of the voltage for possible tap changes. The OLTC controller also has a
ramp-down trigger voltage. At this voltage point or higher, the controller waits for its
next upward tap-change before signalling the BESS controller to initialise its ramp-down
sequence.
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Table 5.4: Transformer controller parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Tap changer delay 5 s
Assessment delay 30 s
Max allowed voltage 1.02 p.u.
Min allowed voltage 0.99 p.u.
Ramp-down trigger voltage 0.91 p.u.
Max tap position 8 -
Min tap position -8 -
5.9.1.2 BESS Controller
The BESS controller is designed to receive two input signals: one with the voltage level
from the PCC and the other with a signal to initiate the ramp-down sequence. The ramp-
down sequence is based on an integrator block which can be adjusted to ramp down the
power based on the user’s requirements. The BESS controller signals the OLTC controller
once the ramping sequence is completed. The BESS controller has 5 parameters which
can be adjusted as seen in Table 5.5. The ramp-down time is the time it will take the
BESS to ramp down from its maximum output power to its minimum output power.
The voltage trigger level determines when the BESS will activate in order to provide the
emergency backup power. The start-up delay is a parameter introduced to simulate the
small delay after the power loss occurs when the BESS initialises. This delay typically
includes the battery response time (in the order of 20 milliseconds according to Carnegie
et al. [17]), controller delays and communication delays. Since there is no generic time,
the value is selected with confidence to be 500 milliseconds.
Table 5.5: Energy storage controller parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Ramp-down time 30 s
Start-up delay 0.5 s
Maximum power 1.0 p.u.
Minimum power 0.0 p.u.
Start-up trigger voltage 0.91 p.u.
5.9.2 Compliant 75 MW Case
Figure 5.24 shows the PCC voltage of a 75 MW PV installation with a 20 MW BESS
to support it. The figure also illustrates the BESS output power profile as the power
loss event occurs. It can be seen that the transformer and the BESS controller work
together to mitigate the voltage drop by injecting active power into the network during
the transformer’s assessment delay. The implemented parameters of these controllers can
be examined in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 in the previous sections. There is a small delay after the
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power loss occurs when the BESS initialises. The BESS provides nearly 0.04 p.u. voltage
support until a tap change occurs above the ramp-down trigger voltage. The OLTC is
able to bring the voltage up to a stable 0.94 p.u level whilst the BESS keeps the whole
process within normal operating conditions.
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Figure 5.24: Compliant bus voltage during sudden generation loss.
Figure 5.25 illustrates a solution to this case where sudden load loss occurs during max-
imum power generation. It is seen that the active power is curtailed at the 20-second
mark in order to stabilise the voltage at the PCC bus. The curtailment can happen in
one of two ways: curtailment by the PV inverters or active power absorption via the
BESS. From this case, it can be seen that the PV power output has to be curtailed by
50% in order to stabilise the voltage below the required 1.0985 p.u. However, the BESS
and its power system equipment are rated at 20 MW (when no efficiencies have been
taken into account); thus, the PV inverters will have to assist in curtailing the majority
of the power. Furthermore, Reddy et al. [18] show that batteries can only be charged at
a fraction of their discharge rates. Based on the current SOC of the battery, the charge
rate can be higher, but given that the batteries should be on standby for a sudden power
loss situation, the SOC will typically be high. From the figure it is evident that RPPs
can compensate for sudden load losses.
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Figure 5.25: Compliant bus voltage during sudden load loss.
5.9.3 Sizing of BESS
As seen from the study case, there are many different variables such as the grid charac-
teristics, the renewable energy grid code, transmission line specifications and the power
system equipment specifications that can influence the resulting BESS specifications.
The peak power requirement is determined by inspecting the resulting voltage gain at
the PCC when active power is delivered by the energy storage module. Since the voltage
at the PCC varies as the connected load and PV power output varies, the problem can
be simplified by setting these variables to constant values. The constants are determined
by setting up the worst case scenario where the PV power plant output and the load are
both at a maximum. In a case like this the maximum power loss occurs while servicing
a maximum load. Sizing the peak power specification for such a case will provide ample
power for other potential power loss situations. From the test case, the required battery
power output (Pbat) is found to be 20 MW. Considering the inefficiencies of the power
conversion unit (PCU), the BESS power requirement (PBESS) can be determined by the
following expression:
PBESS =
Pbat
ηPCU
, (5.22)
where ηPCU represents the PCU efficiency. Using a PCU efficiency of 90%, the peak power
results in 22.2 MW.
When knowing the peak power, one requires the output profile from the battery storage
in DPF to determine the required energy specification. The profile; however, varies based
on many different factors such as the ever-changing voltage at the PCC, the parameters
of the OLTC transformer- and the BESS controller. Furthermore, the voltage at the PCC
is dependent on the varying power output from the PV power plant and the varying load
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connected to it. By fixing the power output and the load to constant values, as mentioned
before, a worst case scenario is created for which it is easy to determine the BESS energy
requirement. The battery output profile for the compliant 75 MW case is illustrated in
Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.26: Battery power output profile.
Using Figure 5.26, the required battery energy (Ebat) can be determined by integrating
the battery power output profile (Poutput):
Ebat =
∫ t
0
Pbat(t) dt, Pbat ≥ 0. (5.23)
The BESS energy specification (EBESS) is determined by taking into account the losses
such as PCU efficiency and applying minimum and maximum SOC constraints. EBESS
can be determined using the following expression:
EBESS =
Ebat
ηPCU · (SOCmax − SOCmin) (5.24)
Using expressions (5.23) and (5.24) with SOCmax = 100% and SOCmin = 20%, the
required BESS energy is determined to be 385 kWh.
5.9.4 Battery Recommendation
Based on the required operation of the BESS in this solution; a lithium technology, such
as a LiFePO4/graphite cell, is recommended. This chemistry is the most thermally stable
of all the lithium cells that use graphite as negative electrode and it is capable of high
rates of discharge. In Formula 1, A123 Systems helped to introduce hybrid power to the
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racetrack by developing a LiFePO4 cell, called AHR18700M1Ultra which is designed for
extremely high-power applications. [18]
5.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, the installation of larger PV systems on weak networks is investigated.
Weak network parameters are determined and simulated in DIgSILENT PowerFactory
and it is found that these networks restrict the installation size of PV power plants since
voltage compliance at the PCC cannot be maintained as stipulated in the grid code. OLTC
transformers allow the voltages to be restored to an acceptable level but not within the
required response times given in the grid code.
A BESS is proposed to assist the transformer in achieving grid code compliance. The idea
is that batteries will deliver the missing active power during the transformer’s intentional
assessment delay. A controller is developed for the BESS as well as the on-load tap changer
of the transformer. The controllers work in conjunction with each other to mitigate
abnormal voltage conditions at the PCC within the specified response times as listed in
the grid code. Although it is not the focus of this thesis, sudden load loss conditions are
also examined to see if grid compliance can be maintained and to show that batteries can
assist in this area as well.
It is found that stable voltage conditions are possible using a BESS if the system is sized
such that it can accommodate the worst case scenario. It is important to remember
that there are many variables when it comes to simulations such as network parameters,
specifications and controllers of power system equipment, and power plant specifications
and controllers. These variables can determine whether ot not BESS should be considered.
How a BESS can be sized from the battery storage output profile to provide sufficient
energy is also discussed.
In Chapter 7 the costs of this solution will be discussed which will be a determining factor
for utilities when considering a BESS as a solution.
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Peak Load Shaving
The network service provider (NSP) has identified developed neighbourhoods in which
distribution feeders are operating near or above the rated maximum specifications. Up-
grading the distribution substations is very expensive particularly since no further expan-
sion will occur in these neighbourhoods. Batteries are applicable in this situation since
they have the ability to store energy for use during peak hours.
Over the past few years battery energy storage system (BESS) costs have declined and
will continue to do so [102]. Battery systems can serve as an ancillary service by assisting
with stability in terms of frequency [103, 104], peak load shaving [6, 11, 12, 14] and power
shifting [105, 106]. The service of interest in this chapter is peak load shaving. The BESS
charges during off-peak hours and provides peak load shaving by discharging the energy
as required during peak hours. This ensures that the deployed distribution hardware is
operating within its rated specifications.
The sizing of the BESS for peak load shaving requires optimisation. In a study by Venu
et al. [14] and Telaretti et al. [13], the BESS is sized such that target peak power is never
exceeded. This is a sufficient sizing strategy in which the BESS is sized to include the
outliers; one sizes for the worst case scenario. However, this strategy can result in a very
costly, oversized BESS.
A more economical sizing strategy is required in which anomalous power requirements
are excluded from the sizing of the BESS. This strategy is based on the assumption that
the distribution feeder can withstand the occasional peak or is allowed to disconnect at
extreme peak conditions. Statistical tools exist that are capable of identifying outliers
but it can become a tedious process to condition the data and determine the BESS
specifications. It is proposed that a tool be created that conveniently implements a sizing
strategy using the statistical tools. A tool such as this can also prove useful to business
owners trying to reduce their high peak power consumption in an attempt to reduce their
feeding tariffs.
In this chapter, a sizing strategy, based on a worst case scenario approach, is investigated
and applied to actual feeder data. A statistical tool called Cook’s distance that identifies
influential outliers is investigated. This tool is integrated into the investigated sizing
strategy and the results are compared to those ofthe original strategy. A tool is created
in Python which automates the process of analysing feeder profiles and the sizing of the
BESS.
80
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6.1 Peak Load Shaving Using BESS
6.1.1 Feeder Load Characteristics
The NSP is currently experiencing problems where developed neighbourhoods have peak
loads exceeding the feeder specifications. The solution being considered includes the
sizing of a BESS to provide the required energy to reduce the peaking of the distribution
feeders. Peak loads are not unique to distribution feeders but are also a concern for larger
businesses. Businesses could benefit from a BESS by reducing the energy consumed within
a certain feeding tariff. The BESS can also serve as an uninterrupted power supply for
critical operations.
The idea is to create a tool that uses the load profiles of a feeder or the connection of
business premises, to estimate the required BESS size. The strategy discussed in this
section is that of Venu et al. [14]. To explain the process of sizing the batteries, actual
feeder data from 2014 is used. The data consists of hourly readings spread over 24-hour
days for 365 days. Figure 6.1 illustrates the feeder profile for an entire year where the
highest peaks are during the winter season. A target peak power line that represents the
aimed peak power for the feeder is illustrated.
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Figure 6.1: Feeder load data for 2014.
Figure 6.2 is the corresponding load distribution curve of the feeder profile before the
BESS is applied. In this figure 100% represents a total of 8760 hours (365 days). It
can be seen that the peaks exceeding the target power only do so 6.61% of the time.
When taking a closer look at the daily feeder profiles, it is found that the target power is
typically exceeded between 17:00 and 20:00.
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Figure 6.2: Load distribution curve for feeder profile.
6.1.2 Battery Storage Sizing
The size of the BESS is determined mainly by two parameters: peak power and maximum
energy. The values of these parameters depend primarily on the desired peak power of
the feeder. This can be specified either as a percentage reduction (σred) or as a desired
power level (Pdes). Applying the desired power level to the feeder, the required battery
power output (Pbat) can be determined using expressions (6.1) and (6.2). Ppeak represents
the peak power that the feeder experiences.
Pbat = σred · Ppeak (6.1)
Pbat = Ppeak − Pdes (6.2)
Losses with regard to power and energy occur when batteries charge or discharge through
the power conversion unit (PCU). Taking these losses into account, the required BESS
power (PBESS) can be represented by expression (6.3), and the losses are represented by
an overall efficiency (ηPCU).
PBESS =
Pbat
ηPCU
. (6.3)
As can be seen in Figure 6.1, a peak power of 6.42 MW was experienced on the 9th of June
2014. The desired power level for the feeder is chosen to be 5.2 MW and is represented by
the dotted line; thus, the feeder peak power should not exceed the 5.2 MW-mark. From
expression (6.2), the required power is Pbat = 1.22 MW . Taking into account an assumed
discharge efficiency of ηPCU = 90% and using expression (6.3), the required BESS power
is calculated at PBESS = 1.36 MW .
The battery energy requirement is determined from the daily energy requirement in order
to keep the distribution feeder from reaching its peak level. The energy requirement
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is determined by calculating the area above the target power line in Figure 6.1. This
calculation is represented by the following expression:
Eibat =
∫ 24
0
(P iload − Pdes)dt, P iload ≥ Pdes, (6.4)
where Pload is the power at a certain hour of the day and i is the number of the day in
the dataset. Venu et al. [14] suggest that the required battery energy is the maximum
required energy of any day and is expressed by the following:
Emaxbat = max
{
E1bat, E
2
bat, ..., E
n
bat
}
(6.5)
where n is the number of days in the data set. When the maximum required energy output
for the batteries is known, the energy specification for the BESS (EBESS) is obtained using
the following expression:
EBESS =
Emaxbat
ηPCU · (SOCmax − SOCmin) (6.6)
where SOCmin and SOCmax represent the minimum and maximum state-of-charge respec-
tively. These two parameters are included because energy storage systems are operated
within these parameters to extend battery service time.
Referring to the example case, when applying expression (6.4) to the feeder profile, the
required battery profile is produced and is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Using expression
(6.5), the required battery output energy is determined as Ebat = 8.54 MWh. Applying
a PCU efficiency of 90%, a maximum SOC of 100% and a minimum SOC of 20%, the
required BESS energy can be determined from expression (6.6) as EBESS = 9.49 MWh.
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Figure 6.3: Required battery profile.
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Applying the battery profile as illustrated above, the load distribution curve can be re-
calculated in order to see if the BESS support will be sufficient. Figure 6.4 illustrates the
new load distribution curve and after examination, one can see that the peak power has
been restricted to stay below the 5.2 MW-mark.
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Figure 6.4: Load distribution curve after the BESS is applied.
6.2 Optimal Battery Sizing
In literature, BESSs are typically considered for peak load shaving to postpone expensive
upgrades [6, 11, 12, 14]. If these feeders are operating close to the rated specifications, are
the battery systems optimally sized to ensure a good price to performance comparison?
In other words: if the feeder can afford to peak or operate near its rated specification a
few times per year, can the battery system size be reduced considerably?
A statistical tool called Cook’s distance [107] is used to identify anomalous data that has
a great influence on the resulting regression fits. The idea is to identify abnormal days of
energy consumption or peak power levels in an attempt to reduce the BESS requirements.
6.2.1 Cook’s Distance
Cook’s distance is a means with which one can assess the influence individual observations
have on the estimated coefficients in a linear regression analysis [107, 108]. It is used to
assess outlying observations because these outliers can cause one to misinterpret data
and fail to capture important characteristics of the data. When considering separated
data points, it is important to notice that these points can have a strong influence on
the statistical model. For example: deleting outliers from the regression model can yield
very different results. These unusual cases sometimes consist of both outliers and high
leverage points which influence both the slope and intercept of the model [109]. Cook’s
distance, Di, of the ith observation is represented by the following expression:
Di =
r2i
k + 1
× hi
1− hi (6.7)
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where hi is the hat-value for each observation, ri is the studentised residual and k is the
number of predictors. In the expression, the first fraction measures the discrepancy (or
distance) and the second fraction measures the leverage.
M. Lovric [108] states that it is important to remember that Cook’s distance is not a test
statistic and should not be used by itself to accept or reject cases. It merely serves as a
indication of anomalous cases that are extramural to the experimental protocol. It could
also point to an important case in the analysis. Cook’s distance does not distinguish
between these different possibilities.
6.2.1.1 Relevant Terminology
Outliers
Univariate outliers are observations that are unconditionally unusual with regards to their
X- or Y-values and are not necessarily regression outliers. A regression outlier, refers to
an observation that has an unusual Y-variable conditional on its dependent X-variable.
[109]
Leverage
Leverage is an observation that has an unusual X-value causing it to have leverage on the
regression line. An example is when the X-value is far from the mean of X. The further
away it is from the mean of X, the more influence it has. However, high leverage does not
necessarily mean high influence. [109]
Influence
An observation will only strongly influence the regression line when it has an outlier in
terms of the Y-value and has high leverage. In other words, it must have an unusual
X-value with an unusual Y-value for the given X-value. [109]
Hat-values
The hat matrix is defined by M. Lovric [108] as the matrix that is used to convert values
from the observed variable into estimations obtained using the least square method. The
diagonal elements of the hat-matrix are called the leverage or hat-values (hi) and these
elements describe the influence each of the observed values has.
According to M. Lovric [108] and W.G. Jacoby [109], hat-values are a common way of
measuring the potential leverage the Y-value has on the estimated values. In a simple re-
gression, the hat-value measures the distance from the mean of X. In a multiple regression,
they measure the distance from the centroid of all the X-values.
Studentised Residuals
The strategy behind the studentised residual includes deleting the observations one at a
time whilst refitting the regression model each time on the remaining observations. The
fitted values and observed response values are compared based on the models with the ith
observation deleted. From the comparison, deleted residuals are produced which, through
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standardisation, produce residuals. The studentised residual is simply a deleted residual,
di, divided by its estimated standard deviation, s(di), and is illustrated by equation (6.8).
ri =
di
s(di)
=
ei√
MSEi(1− hi)
. (6.8)
Equation (6.8) also shows an equivalent expression where the ordinary residual, ei, is
divided by a factor. This factor is based on the mean square error,MSE, of the estimated
model with its ith observation deleted, and the leverage, hi. [110]
6.2.1.2 Examples of Influence and Leverage
Figure 6.5 illustrates an outlier with an unusual Y-value. The example shows that the
outlier has little influence on the regression line since its X-value is in the middle of the
X-range.
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Figure 6.5: Outlier with little influence.
Figure 6.6 illustrates an outlier with an unusual X-value but its Y-value is in line with
the general pattern. The example shows a case of high leverage which has little influence
on the regression line.
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Figure 6.6: Outlier with strong leverage and little influence.
Figure 6.7 illustrates an outlier with an unusual X- and Y-value. The example shows that
when this outlier is deleted, both the slope and intercept of the regression line will change
dramatically.
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Figure 6.7: Outlier with strong influence and leverage.
6.2.2 Applying Cook’s Distance
The Python library named statmodels.api provides the functionality to apply Cook’s
distance to large data sets. Referring to the example from Figure 6.1 and its dataset,
expressions (6.4) and (6.5) are used to create a new dataset that consists of the maximum
daily energy. Another dataset is created consisting of the daily peak power levels. Each
of these datasets are stripped of their zero values since these values have a great influence
on the regression and are not required. The first step of the statistical tool is to fit an
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model to the data as illustrated by Figure 6.8.
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From this scatter plot, it can be examined that some data points are separate from the
rest, which indicates that these points will most likely be influential data.
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Figure 6.8: Regression of daily energy dataset.
Next, the influence of each data point is calculated using Cook’s distance. This is illus-
trated by a stem diagram in Figure 6.9. Based on the rule of thumb, a Cook’s distance
value of between 0.5 and 1 is considered influential and more than 1 is considered very
influential [108, 111]. Like all rules of thumb, it should be applied judiciously. The best
practice is to inspect the diagram and examine what the influences of the values are with
respect to one another. Circled in red are four influential data points that are identified
by difference in magnitude compared to the rest of the data points.
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Figure 6.9: Cook’s Distance for maximum energy dataset.
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After identifying the influential data points, they are removed from the dataset and a new
regression model is fitted to illustrate the effect of the removed data as seen in Figure 6.10.
From this figure it is clear that the removed data points do not have a great influence on
the fitted regression model. This is expected since the influence values are not close to
0.5. The values that are removed are circled in red.
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Figure 6.10: Regression of new daily energy dataset.
The process of sizing the battery is repeated with the new dataset and the results are
summarised in Figure 6.11. The removal of the anomalous data points reduced the re-
quired BESS energy by 46.5% and the required maximum power by 9.5%. The reduction
in power is due to excluding the same days that the maximum energy is excluded. How-
ever, it is important to remember that power and energy are not dependent on each other;
the maximum peak power does not necessarily occur when maximum energy occurs, thus
these two components should be looked at separately. Excluding anomalous feeder peaks
can reduce the BESS requirement substantially. Based on how critical the situation at
the feeder is, the assessor can determine whether or not to proceed with the optimised
sizing strategy. Businesses, on the other hand, might be in a better position to consider
this strategy for peak power reduction.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between BESS power and energy specifications before and after
applying Cook’s Distance.
The daily peak power data is also relevant using the sizing strategy but in this case it
did not have any outliers with significant influence, as seen in Figure 6.12. The last value
has the most influence but it is a value which lowers the mean. It is better in this case to
optimise the maximum required energy. This is because the peak power data has no real
outliers which could reduce the required power when excluded.
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Figure 6.12: Cook’s Distance for peak power dataset.
6.2.3 Impact of PV on the Load Distribution Curve
With the push for higher adoption of renewables, photovoltaics is one of the most popular
technologies to be considered by utilities to provide more energy. This high adoption
rate in the utility sector is reducing the capital cost of these systems, making it more
affordable for businesses and residential customers. At the moment, there are only a
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handful of customers who have roof-mounted PV installations but municipalities could
provide these at subsidised cost in an attempt to reduce peak loads on feeders.
Considering PV installations for a business or an area serviced by a specific overloaded
feeder not only reduces the peak load but also reduces the required BESS specifications.
To illustrate this: a 0.5 MW, 1 MW and 2 MW PV installation is applied to the example
data and shown in Figure 6.13. From this load distribution curve, it can be seen that
the PV installation capacity assists with the peak load shaving but not where the highest
peaks occur. This is due to these peaks being typically after sunset. However, during the
day when the power levels are below the peak level, the PV capacity scales well.
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Figure 6.13: Load distribution for various PV installation capacities on a feeder.
Another consideration is the direction in which the PV panels face. It can allow the
peak power of the PV system to be shifted in an attempt to improve peak load shaving.
Figure 6.14 illustrates how changing the facing of the 1 MW PV installation affects the
load distribution. It can be seen that the west-facing installation provides slightly better
peak load shaving because it is facing the sun during sunset, which provides higher power
closer to the time of the peak loads.
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Figure 6.14: Load distribution for different facing PV installations on a feeder.
6.2.4 Test Cases
Using data provided by the NSP, BESS sizing is done for five different peaking distribu-
tion feeders, which can be seen in Figure 6.15. The data consists of hourly power readings
for an entire year. A PCU efficiency of 90% is chosen and a minimum SOC of 20% is
applied. Peak power targets are set for each case and the results of each sizing strategy
are compared. The results can be examined in Table 6.1. The table describes the specifi-
cations of the feeder which include its current peak power and the desired target power.
This is followed by the BESS requirements, based on the unoptimised sizing strategy, and
the optimised BESS requirements.
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Figure 6.15: Peaking distribution feeders. (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2. (c) Case 3. (d) Case 4. (e)
Case 5.
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Table 6.1: BESS sizing for 5 test cases.
Cases 1 2 3 4 5
Feeder description
Peak [MW] 6.025 13.53 3.86 7.65 6.12
Target [MW] 4 12 3.5 5.8 5.5
BESS requirements
Power [MW] 2.25 1.7 0.4 2.06 0.69
Energy [MWh] 31.13 4.24 4.19 13.21 5.31
Optimised requirements
Power [MW] 2.25 1.7 0.4 1.38 0.69
Energy [MWh] 24.95 3.58 4.19 13.21 3.49
Coverage [%] 95.7 96.2 100 98.6 97.6
Cases 1, 2 and 5 have optimised energy requirements and case 4 has an optimised power
requirement. Case 3; however, presents no outliers for which it can be optimised; thus the
results remain unoptimised. The coverage indicates what percentage of the required days
the optimised BESS can cover in full. From these test cases, one can see that either power
or energy can be optimised substantially. However, this optimisation is only possible if
the feeder can be allowed to exceed the target restriction on the odd occasion.
6.3 Peak Load Shaving Tool
The peak load shaving tool is set up to be a simple and easy to use Python script that
enables users to receive a good estimation of the energy storage system size required.
The tool implements Venu et al. [14]’s worst case scenario sizing strategy as well as the
optimised sizing strategy. The results of both strategies are presented for comparison.
The tool’s sequence is illustrated in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16: PLS tool flow diagram.
The tool starts by initialising the required parameters and applying the user-defined
parameters. These parameters are summarised in Table 6.2 and determine what results
will be presented to the user.
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Table 6.2: Peak load shaving tool parameters.
Parameter Unit Description
TSfeed hr, min, s Time-step for feeder data
TSPV hr, min, s Time-step for PV data
Ldata Days Length of input data
PVstatus Boolean Choose to include PV profile
CDP Boolean Determine Cook’s Distance for power
CDE Boolean Determine Cook’s Distance for energy
Ptarget MW, kW Feeder power target
ηPCU % Power conversion unit efficiency
SOCmin % Battery minimum SOC constraint
SOCmax % Battery maximum SOC constraint
Once the parameters are set, the tool imports the feeder data. The data must be in a
simple, two column, comma delimited, format. Table 6.3 provides an illustration of what
the dataset should typically look like. This format is also relevant to the PV input profile.
Input data such as these profiles are typically provided in a yearly, monthly or weekly
format; thus the model groups the data into separate days for the purpose of determining
the daily BESS requirements.
Table 6.3: Feeder and PV import data format.
Time [hr, min ,s] Power [MW, kW]
1 2.2
2 2.4
3 1.8
... ...
If the user decides to use a PV installation, the datasets from the feeder and PV profiles
are scaled such that their time-steps match. Next, the daily energy-throughput profile for
the battery is determined using expression (6.4). The tool temporarily stores the profile so
that the user can choose to export it for further analyses. The maximum battery energy
requirement is determined using expression (6.5). During the process of calculating the
maximum energy, the tool stores the battery profile which the user can choose to export
for further analysis. The peak power is calculated by iterating through the battery energy-
throughput profile and selecting the maximum power value. Next expressions (6.3) and
(6.6) are used to determine the BESS requirements. Depending on which part, power or
energy, the user wants to optimise for, Cook’s Distance is determined for that dataset.
The results are expressed by the screen capture in Figure 6.17. It can be seen that
the first set of results are provided by the original sizing strategy before the data is
conditioned using Cook’s Distance. These are the specifications that the BESS requires
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in order to provide support for the feeder for all of the relevant days. The second set
of results are provided by the optimised sizing strategy which uses Cook’s Distance to
identify anomalous power and energy usage. The outliers are removed and the new BESS
specifications are determined. The battery usage results indicate how many days the
BESS will be required during the course of the year and it also indicates that if the sizing
is optimised in terms of energy or power, how many days the BESS will be used. This
gives the user an indication of how many days are not completely serviceable using the
optimised specification.
Figure 6.17: Screen capture of tool results.
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter Venu et al. [14]’s the battery sizing strategy for peak load shaving is
optimised. The original strategy is based on the worst case scenario where the BESS is
sized such that it can provide the maximum required energy and power for any given day
which previously exceeded the feeder specifications. This is sufficient to determine the
required BESS specifications. However, it is seen that feeder profiles consist of days with
outlying power and energy usage that can cause unnecessary over-sizing of the BESS.
A statistical tool called Cook’s Distance is used to identify influential data points. The
tool does this by identifying outliers through discrepancy and leverage. Using Cook’s Dis-
tance, the anomalous data points are removed and the original sizing strategy is repeated
providing optimised specifications for the BESS. The BESS is able to provide support
to the feeder during all of the days with common peaking power levels but not during
outlying days. The optimised strategy is applied to five feeder profiles to test it. Four of
the five cases provided substantial battery reductions with regards to energy and power.
One case did not provide any improvement since no outlying data was found.
The effect of PV installations at the feeders was also investigated. It was found that PV
installations lack the required power support during peak power usage which usually oc-
curs during sunset. Changing the facing of the PV installation to a west-facing orientation
can provide slightly more power during the peak power usage but not enough to justify
the extra cost. However, PV could be used to charge the BESS during the daytime.
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The original and optimised sizing strategies are implemented in Python as part of a tool
that users can use to conveniently determine the required BESS size. The tool also allows
the user to add a PV output profile to assess how its support can influence the sizing of
the BESS. The input parameters and sequence of the tool are explained as well as the
format of the data which it imports. The tool aims to automate the process of identifying
anomalous power usage data and exclude these data points for the purpose of sizing the
BESS.
The optimised sizing strategy is good to consider when there are regular cases where the
feeder is operating near or above its rated conditions and one is not concerned about
the outlying cases. If the feeder is never allowed to operate near or above its rated
specifications, the original sizing strategy would be a better option since it would cover
the extreme cases as well. The optimised strategy aims to size the BESS in a more
cost-effective way.
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Cost Analysis
The utilities and the network service providers (NSP) experience various problems on the
network and, in recent years, with renewable energy generator installations as well. Only
a few problems are discussed in this thesis. However, the involved parties are aware of
some of the solutions that are available but the costs of these solutions are a big concern.
The purpose of this chapter is to put the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) of the solutions
into perspective and show how variations in these solutions can affect the cost.
Firstly, one has to investigate the costs of large scale battery energy storage systems
(BESS) and utility scale PV installations. These systems can be divided into two cost
sections: the installed systems costs and the operation and maintenance costs. The
financing costs, tax credits and incentives are left out of the calculations because they
apply to both the PV installation and the battery system at presumably equal rates and
they take away from the actual impact which the respective systems have on the cost. It
is not just current costs that are of interest but also the predicted future costs of these
respective systems. The idea is to provide utilities and the NSP with information with
which they can determine when, if not right now, BESS can be a viable solution to these
problems.
Since BESS sizing is done during all three solutions discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, how
changes in these solutions affect the BESS specifications and the costs is investigated. The
predicted costs are also investigated. The purpose during this chapter is not to provide
detailed costs on these systems but merely to look at how the BESS cost compares with
the PV installation cost and how changes in the solutions can affect the overall LCOE.
7.1 System Costs Calculations
The costs of the systems are calculated using the LCOE. The LCOE for a power plant
can be defined as the ratio of the lifetime cost of the installation to the lifetime energy
production [112] and can be expressed as follows:
LCOE =
Total life cycle cost
Total liftime energy production
(7.1)
The LCOE is chosen because it is one of the most commonly used metrics and because
it translates the costs of all the components to the cost of producing energy per kWh.
With this method, other energy production systems can be compared to each other by
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the same metric and the LCOE also gives a broader picture of the costs involved because
it incorporates more than just the hardware-related costs.
In this section, the LCOE calculations, for each of the systems used throughout the thesis,
are discussed. It is also explained how the results of each chapter are presented.
7.1.1 LCOE for Centralised PV and Separate Centralised BESS
The configuration of centralised PV and a separate centralised BESS is used to describe
the system configuration that is used in Chapter 5 for weak network strengthening. It is a
system where the complete PV array is installed at a centralised location and the complete
BESS is installed at a separate location, thus the BESS cannot share any equipment such
as inverters with the PV power plant. In this section, the levelised cost calculations for
this configuration are discussed.
7.1.1.1 Total PV Yield
The total PV yield refers to the total amount of energy produced by a PV power plant
in its expected lifetime. One cannot know exactly how much this will be, however it can
be estimated based on the system size and the climate of the location. Another factor to
take into account is the degradation of PV panels during the course of the installation’s
lifetime. The energy yield per year can be calculated using the following expression:
Ei = Eper.MW × PPV (1− ηloss(i− 1)) (7.2)
where Ei is the total yield for year i. Eper.MW refers to the yield, in MWh/MWp, that can
be expected per year from a megawatt size installation at a certain location and PPV is
the peak power specification of the PV installation in MW. For the purpose of this thesis,
a location called De Aar, in the Northern Cape, is considered, thus the energy yield of a
75 MWp solar PV power plant is used to determine the yield per installed MW for the
area. ηloss is the percentage degradation per year of the PV panel and is usually specified
on the data sheet. Having added up the yearly yield for the PV installation, the total
yield (Etotal) can be expressed as follows:
Etotal =
n∑
n=1
Ei = E1 + E2 + ...+ En (7.3)
7.1.1.2 LCOE for the PV Installation
The LCOE for a PV installation is calculated based on equation (7.1) and is expressed as
follows [112]:
LCOEPV =
Cinst +
∑i
n=1CO&M.i
Etotal
, (7.4)
where Cinst is the installed cost of the PV power plant, CO&M.i is the operation and
maintenance cost of the PV power plant for i amount of years and Etotal is the total
energy yielded for the lifetime of the power plant.
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7.1.1.3 LCOE for the BESS
The levelised cost of the energy for the BESS (LCOEBESS) is calculated for the PV yield
to express the cost of the BESS as part of the cost of production of energy. This is done
because the BESS now serves as a requirement for the installation of a larger PV plant
to be connected to the electric network. Because the BESS is separate from the PV
installation, it cannot use the inverters and other hardware from the PV system. The
levelised cost of the the BESS is calculated in the same way as the levelised cost of PV:
LCOEBESS =
Cinst +
∑i
n=1CO&M.i
Etotal
, (7.5)
where Cinst is the installed cost of the PV power plant, CO&M.i is the operation and
maintenance cost of the BESS for i amount of years and Etotal is the total energy yield
for the lifetime of the power plant. The installed cost of the BESS consists of various
components and for the purpose of the thesis these are: the battery costs (Cbatteries) and
the balance of system costs (CBOS). These can be expressed by the following equation:
Cinst = Cbatteries + CBOS. (7.6)
7.1.1.4 Cost Presentation
The LCOE contribution from BESS is presented as a percentage of the LCOE of the PV
installation as follows:
%LCOEBESS =
LCOEBESS
LCOEPV
× 100. (7.7)
This is done to give utilities a perspective of what the extra costs would entail compared
to the current budgeted cost of the PV installation.
7.1.2 LCOE for Centralised PV and BESS
The centralised PV and BESS represents the system configuration of Chapter 4 on fluc-
tuation mitigation. It is a system where the complete PV array and BESS are installed
at the same centralised location which means the BESS is installed behind the inverters
of the PV array. A report by L. Ortiz [113] shows the breakdown of the BOS costs of
BESSs to consist of inverter costs, containerisation costs and controller costs. Since the
BESS and the PV array utilise the same inverters, the cost of the inverters are neglected
from the BOS costs for the BESS. The levelised cost of energy for PV is calculated using
equation (7.4) and the levelised cost of energy for the BESS is calculated similarly in
equation (7.5) with the only difference being that the inverter costs are neglected. The
results of this system are presented in the same way as described in the previous section.
7.1.3 Levelised Cost of Energy for Peak Load Shaving
In Chapter 6, how a BESS sizing strategy for peak load shaving can be optimised is
investigated. The BESS for peak load shaving does not generate energy but is used
to store energy for later use. The amount of energy that is discharged from the BESS
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for peak load shaving serves as the total lifetime energy for the LCOE calculation, thus
the equation (7.5) is used. In the equation, Etotal is replaced by the discharged energy
(Edischarged) over the life time of the BESS installation as follows:
LCOEBESS =
Cinst +
∑i
n=1CO&M.i
Edischarged
(7.8)
7.1.4 Cost Representation
In the chapter on BESS sizing for peak load shaving, two sizing strategies: the original,
worst case scenario strategy and the optimised strategy are discussed. To illustrate the
improvements achieved by the optimised strategy; the LCOE saving is presented as a
percentage of the LCOE of the original sizing strategy. The improvement can be expressed
by the following equation:
%Improvment =
LCOEori − LCOEopt
LCOEori
× 100, (7.9)
where LCOEori is the levelised cost of energy of the original sizing strategy and LCOEopt
is the levelised cost of energy of the optimised sizing strategy.
7.2 System Cost Data
7.2.1 PV System Costs
A study by the International Renewable Energy Agency [114] includes the historical prices
of utility scale PV installations from 2009. It also includes predicted prices up until 2025.
These prices are globally weighted averages and represent the installed PV costs used in
this study. The prices are illustrated in Figure 7.1. The operating and maintenance cost
for a PV power plant is reported to be 16 USD/kW-yr by NREL [115].
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Figure 7.1: Utility scale PV installation cost per KW.
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7.2.2 BESS Costs
The BESS system costs consist of three parts: the battery costs, the BOS costs and the
operation and maintenance cost. The cost of the battery packs is obtained from a report
published by McKinsey & Company [102]. The report shows the historical cost of battery
packs from 2010 to 2015 and it also estimates a costs of $100 per kWh between 2025 and
2030. Tesla already claimed a $190/kWh price in 2016 and hinted that the cost will be
at $100/kWh by 2020 [7, 116]. Tesla plans to achieve this target with the Gigafactory
programme. General Motors (GM) however reported a $145/kWh cell cost and expects
their battery cells to reach $100/kWh (+ 20%) for battery pack price according to David
Snydacker (a battery expert at Dosima Research) by 2022 [7].
All the battery prices are represented in Figure 7.2. The historical data can be followed
up to 2016 and the prices which follow are estimated by a second order polynomial trend
line to provide values for the missing years. These prices represent the battery costs.
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Figure 7.2: Utility scale lithium storage costs.
A report by L. Ortiz [113] estimates the energy storage BOS prices to drop to below
$400/kW by the year 2020. Figure 7.3 illustrates the complete price estimation. Zakeri
et al. [117] reported operation and maintenance cost in the range of 8.22 USD/kW-yr for
lithium batteries.
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Figure 7.3: Utility scale energy storage BOS costs.
For the purpose of this thesis, the price estimates up to 2024 are required. It is assumed
that the BOS cost will keep on following the trend predicted in the report by L. Ortiz
[113]. Using this assumption, a second order polynomial fit is done to the data to estimate
future costs. However, it is important to note that these BOS costs can be less than the
trend is estimating if the prices reach their minimums sooner. Figure 7.4 illustrates the
fit and the predicted costs.
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Figure 7.4: Utility scale energy storage BOS costs.
7.3 Cost Assessment
In this study, grid assistance using batteries is investigated and specifically three different
problems are looked at, namely fluctuation mitigation, network strengthening, and peak
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load shaving. A LCOE assessment is done for each one of the solutions for the respective
problem cases.
7.3.1 Fluctuation Mitigation for intermittent PV
In Chapter 4 the intermittent nature of PV installations as well as fluctuation mitiga-
tion methods are investigated. An inverter ramp-rate control strategy is implemented
to mitigate the fluctuations. The strategy is applied using different degrees of damping
and it was found that higher degrees of damping require larger capacity batteries. A cost
breakdown is done to show that the degree of damping affects the contribution of BESS
to the total LCOE. This is done for the years 2017, 2020 and 2024 to examine how the
predicted costs will influence the cost breakdown of the respective parts in the installa-
tion. The BESS is assumed to be a lithium chemistry with a calendar life of 7 years;
thus, the batteries will be replaced twice after the initial installation. The efficiency of
the power conversion unit is assumed to be 90% and the batteries are allowed a maximum
depth-of-discharge of 90%.
The LCOE for the BESS is represented as a percentage of the LCOE of the PV installation;
thus it can be seen in Figure 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 that the LCOE of the BESS reduces as larger
adjustment ramp-rates are allowed. This is expected since the size of the BESS reduces.
Choosing the 12% adjustment ramp-rate above the 1% can reduce the battery capacity
enormously, as illustrated in Chapter 4, reducing the LCOE increase between 1.48% and
2.63%.
Examining all three of the figures, it is noticed that the BESS, in 2016, is responsible for
increasing the energy production costs by 18.59% for 1%/min ramp-rate, which is a sub-
stantial amount. If the projected costs are correct, the LCOE increase can reduce between
1.83% and 2.98% by 2024, which suggests that BESSs are becoming more affordable.
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Figure 7.5: 2017 levelised cost of energy increase due to a BESS used to dampen fluctuations
at certain ramp-rates.
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Figure 7.6: 2020 levelised cost of energy increase due to BESS used to dampen fluctuations at
certain ramp-rates.
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Figure 7.7: 2024 levelised cost of energy increase due to BESS used to dampen fluctuations at
certain ramp-rates.
The results are presented in this manner to illustrate to utilities the costs involved when
considering these solutions. Presenting the results as a percentage of the LCOE of the
PV installation give utilities a benchmark with which to reference the extra costs of the
BESS. This representation is relevant assuming that the prices of the various systems scale
equally with size and region. It is also important to note that for fluctuation mitigation,
the size of the BESS can change a lot based on the regional climate and weather.
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7.3.2 Network Strengthening For Increased PV Installation
In Chapter 5 there is a description of how a BESS is used in conjunction with an on-load
tap changing transformer to ensure grid compliance at the point of common coupling.
The BESS is sized to provide enough active power during a sudden power-loss condition
whilst not discharging past a minimum SOC of 20%. The BESS peak power requirement
is 22.2 MW with an energy capacity of 385 kWh. With a PV power plant design life of
20 years and a calender life on the lithium chemistry of 7 years, it is expected that the
batteries will be replaced twice after the initial installation.
The BESS cannot be installed behind the inverter of the PV power plant because if a
fault occurs at the power plant that causes it to disconnect, the BESS will not be able
provide active power support. Thus, a complete BESS needs to be installed separate from
the PV power plant; hence the centralised PV and separate centralised BESS.
Using the data in Section 7.2 and expressions (7.4),(7.5) and (7.7), the BESS is repre-
sented as a percentage of the LCOE of the PV installation as illustrated in Figure 7.8
and 7.9. Knowing that the PV and battery system costs are going to decline, it is ob-
served that the cost of the BESS will reduce further compared to the PV since its added
contribution reduces over time. This could potentially make it more financially feasible
to consider in the future. Given the current situation, utilities can get a 50% increase in
installed capacity while producing energy that costs 12.1% more in 2016 but this increase
in capacity will only cost 9.24% more in 2024.
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Figure 7.8: Levelised cost of energy increase due to a BESS used to strengthen the network for
a 75 MW PV installation.
Considering the same weak network, if the planned PV system is reduced to a 60 MW
installation, the BESS requirements can be reduced to 11.1 MW peak power and 173 kWh
of energy. When examining Figure 7.9, it can be seen that the cost of the BESS compared
to the PV system size is smaller in the 60 MW case than the 75 MW case. This is to
be expected because the 50 MW PV installation does not require a BESS; thus as the
PV installation capacity increases the BESS requirements increase. Given this situation,
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utilities can get a 20% increase in installed capacity while producing energy that costs
7.55% more in 2016 but this increase in capacity will only cost 5.77% more in 2024.
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Figure 7.9: Levelised cost of energy increase due to a BESS used to strengthen the network for
a 60 MW PV installation.
It is up to the utilities to decide whether it is feasible to consider a BESS to increase the
size of the PV installation now or whether they should wait.
7.3.3 BESS Sizing for Peak Load Shaving
In Chapter 6 a BESS is sized for peak load shaving. During a peak load shaving event,
the BESS provides the required energy in order to prevent feeders from operating above
the rated maximum specifications. A new sizing strategy is developed using a statistical
tool called Cook’s Distance to identify influential outliers. These outliers are anomalous
power usage cases and typically have abnormally large magnitudes that have a substantial
influence on the sizing of the BESS.
The resulting BESS specifications in Table 6.1, in Chapter 6, are used. The LCOE of
each case, for the original and optimised sizing strategy, is determined using equation
(7.8). These costs are compared and the savings are calculated using equation (7.9) and
illustrated in Figure 7.10. A substantial cost saving is seen in four of the five cases. A
cost savings of up to 24% is seen in Case 5. Case 3 is a situation in which no anomalous
power usage is detected; thus, no improvement can be made as a results of the sizing of
the BESS.
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Figure 7.10: Cost saving of optimised BESS sizing strategy for peak load shaving.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, a cost analysis is done on the implementation of a BESS for fluctuation
mitigation, grid strengthening and peak load shaving. These strategies are discussed in
Chapters 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
The fluctuation mitigation model allows the user to adjust the degree of damping which
leads to changes in the BESS requirements. How the degrees of damping affect the cost
breakdown of the complete system is investigated. It is found that a BESS, utilised for
the purpose of fluctuation mitigation, contributes to more than 18% of the LCOE of the
PV power plant in 2016. This is expected to decrease to 15.7% in 2024. Decreasing the
degree of dampening can reduce the contribution of the BESS. However, the LCOE of
the BESS is expected to keep on reducing until at least the year 2024.
The BESS can be utilised to assist PV installations on a weak grid in order to install
larger capacity PV power plants. How the cost of the BESS influences the cost of energy
production is investigated. It is found, for the specific weak network, that the BESS,
in 2016, increased the costs by 12.1% in order to strengthen the grid for a 75 MW PV
installation. A cost reductions in the BESSs can be expected at least until the year 2024
which can reduce to cost increase to 9.24%. It is also found that reducing the installed
PV capacity reduces the percentage cost of the battery; thus, the BESS becomes a higher
fraction of the LCOE as the PV capacity is increased in this case.
The cost savings with regards to the BESS sizing strategy for peak load shaving is inves-
tigated. It is found that the optimised sizing strategy can provide substantial cost saving
if some compromises are made. As shown in Figure 7.10, there can be cases where there
are no optimised solutions. Some cases can provide larger cost saving than others, this
purely depends on the feeder profile. A cost saving of up to 24.07% is found for one of
the case studies.
The three strategies can be adjusted to fit the specific scenario of the user and the cost
analysis can be repeated so that the results are relevant to the specific case.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
In this thesis, three different problems with regard to the electric network are considered:
the intermittent nature of photovoltaic (PV) technology, weak network strengthening for
the integration of larger PV power plants and the optimisation of the sizing strategy of a
battery energy storage system (BESS) for peak load shaving. Solutions to the problems,
which are implemented in Python, serve as tools to provide a means with which users can
assess these solutions and determine the costs involved.
8.1 Conclusions
8.1.1 Battery State-of-Health Model
In Chapter 2, a battery state-of-health (SOH) model is implemented in the form of a
Python script. The model estimates battery degradation, at constant charge or discharge,
as linear. Because the lithium chemistry (LiFePO4) degrades in a linear manner; the model
estimation is more accurate over time. Chemistries, such as lead-acid (PbSO4), degrade
exponentially; thus, the model’s estimated degradation is less accurate over time. If users
plan to track the SOH over time; it is recommended that a different model be used for
non-linear degrading batteries. Otherwise, users are recommended to calibrate the model
and use it to determine when the battery’s end-of-life will occur. This tool eases the
process of modelling and benchmarking various battery chemistries which can assist users
in deciding whether or not a battery is sufficient for a task. If an accurate representation
of the battery degradation is imperative, an equivalent circuit model or electrochemical
model should be considered.
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8.1.2 Photovoltaic Systems
In Chapter 3, the photovoltaic system implemented for fluctuation mitigation is discussed
as well as the fundamentals around photovoltaics. How the photovoltaic output is influ-
enced by temperature and irradiance is also discussed.
8.1.3 PV Fluctuation Mitigation
In Chapter 4 a PV output fluctuation mitigation model is selected and implemented, in
Python, as a solution to the intermittent nature of PV technology. This model is based
on an inverter ramp-rate control strategy which allows the user to apply a certain degree
of damping to a PV inverter output profile. The user is left with a resulting inverter- and
battery output profile which can be used for further analysis. This tool can be used in
conjunction with the SOH model to provide results on the battery performance. Utilities
can use such a tool to assess how this solution will affect the sizing and cost of the BESS.
Furthermore, the tool can also be used to assess the smoothing of the power output on
wind turbines.
Based on the assessment done on smoothing strategy, it is found that for higher degrees
of damping larger capacity BESSs are required. For the specific test case, the peak
power requirement remains largely unchanged until the degree of damping reaches the
12%/minute-mark. At this point, the peak power requirement reduces. Two battery
chemistries are tested for the purpose of fluctuation mitigation. When compared to lead-
acid (PbSO4) batteries, lithium proves to be the superior battery for the demanding
energy-throughput. It is also considered more cost effective for the task.
In Chapter 7, how the degree of damping influences the levelised cost of energy (LCOE)
of the PV power plant is investigated. When restricting the fluctuating power output to
1%/minute, it is found that, for this test case, the BESS can increase the cost of energy
production by more than 18%. Decreasing the degree of dampening to 12%/minute can
reduce the cost increase between 1.48% and 2.63%. Based on the projected costs, the
LCOE increase is to reduce between 1.83% and 2.98% by 2024. Utilities will have to
consider how feasible this solution is for their case studies based on the required degree of
damping. Utilities are recommended to repeat the cost assessment using their respective
location weather data in the fluctuation mitigation model.
8.1.4 Network Strengthening for PV Integration
In Chapter 5 a BESS in conjunction with an on-load tap changing (OLTC) transformer
is used to strengthen the electric network during sudden power loss conditions to allow
for larger PV installations. This solution can prove useful to utilities looking for larger
profits that result from larger PV installations but are restricted by the characteristics of
the electric network. Utilities will have to determine how feasible the solution is based on
the extra expenses and energy bids. Sizing the BESS according to this strategy can prove
useful for the feasibility study. If required, utilities can also consider sizing the batteries
such that they can be utilised for fluctuation mitigation or for other ancillary services.
In Chapter 7 how the BESS system affects the total LCOE of the PV power plant is
investigated. As the planned PV installation capacity on a weak network increases, so
does the cost of energy production due to the cost of the BESS. Thus the profit margin
reduces as the PV installation capacity increases. In 2016, the BESS on a 75 MW PV
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installation would have increased the cost of energy production by an estimated 12.1%
whilst it is estimated to only increase the cost by 9.24% in 2024. In real terms, the utility
could earn more but with a lower profit margin because there is 50% increase in installed
capacity to 75 MW, over the originally allowed 50 MW, and it cost about 12% more to
produce the same unit of energy. If the utility settles for a 60 MW installation, a 20%
increase in capacity would be gained at the expense of producing energy that costs 9.24%
more.
8.1.5 Sizing for Peak Load Shaving
In Chapter 6 a statistical tool known as Cook’s distance is used to filter influential outliers
from the feeder output datasets. This is done to provide an optimal BESS sizing strategy
for peak load shaving that is aimed at cost reduction. Typically, the sizing strategies are
aimed at the worst case scenarios. It is found that the worst cases are typically outliers
and not regularly reoccurring cases. By removing these outlier, substantial reductions in
power and energy requirements are seen. It was also found that some cases have no room
for further optimisation.
In Chapter 7 how the reductions in the BESS specification influence the LCOE for the
peak load shaving solution is investigated. The results are represented as a percentage of
the costs saved. Cost reductions of up to 24.07% are examined between the tested cases.
This BESS sizing strategy can prove quite useful to the network service provider as well
as businesses trying to reduce their peak power requirement from the electric network.
8.1.6 Final Thoughts
In this thesis tools are provided and questions around three problems are answered. Solu-
tions are provided to the respective problems as well as a means with which to assess the
respective solutions. Each of the solutions are also assessed in terms of cost; providing
information relevant to considering them.
The three solutions discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are significant because they can be
used singly or be combined to form a multi-purpose solution. This includes a solution
such as the integration of a PV installation into a weak network using a BESS but then
utilising the BESS to mitigate the fluctuation of the PV power output. Or, alternatively,
utilise the BESS, which is purposed for fluctuation mitigation, to assist the network during
peak hours when the PV system typically does not output power any longer.
All-in-all the thesis provides solutions to three problems but takes it a step further by
analysing the solutions and providing more insight into the costs involved.
8.2 Recommendations & Future Work
8.2.1 Battery State-of-Health Model
In Chapter 2, a battery state-of-health (SOH) model is implemented in Python to provide
a means with which the performance of a battery chemistry can be estimated with ease.
Is is found that for the lead-acid (PbSO4) chemistry the SOH estimation is not accurate
across the whole depth-of-discharge range. Thus, for future work, it is recommended
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that a more complex model be developed for this chemistry, like the modified Arrhenius
equation used for the lithium chemistry.
8.2.2 Fluctuation Mitigation of PV Power Output
In Chapter 4 an inverter ramp-rate control strategy is chosen as fluctuation mitigation
method. It is implemented in Python and assessed in further detail. For future work,
it is recommended that the competing moving average strategy be implemented as well
and its performance compared to that of the ramp-rate strategy. This comparison can be
done in terms of required BESS specifications and costs.
8.2.3 Network Strengthening for PV Integration
In Chapter 5, the network is modelled using weak network characteristics and a assump-
tion of no inertia. The inertia of an electric network provides resistance to change in
frequency. It can be of interest to develop a new network model that incorporates inertia
in terms of turbine generators to study the effect of a sudden power loss on the network
and how the BESS can assist in providing a stable network frequency.
8.2.4 Sizing for Peak Load Shaving
In Chapter 6 the effect of PV on the BESS requirements is briefly touched upon. It is
recommended that further investigation be done into the energy profiles of businesses and
the contribution PV makes since these profiles typically reach peaks during daytime.
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